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Abstract 

 

Arts-Based Adaptive Reuse Development 
 in Birmingham, Alabama 

 

 

 

 

Celeste Evans Griffin, MSCRP  

The University of Texas at Austin, 2010 

 

Supervisor:  Bjorn Sletto 

 

This report, situated in Birmingham, Alabama, explores the best strategies for 

implementing arts-based adaptive reuse development in vacant or available downtown 

buildings.  Through adaptive-reuse, a strategy of repurposing old buildings for new uses, 

the arts sector in Birmingham can be nurtured and strengthened.  In this report, I present 

the major implications associated with the strengthening of the arts community.  These 

implications include economic  development, central city revitalization, community 

building, and gentrification. 
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Chapter 1:  Introduction and Context 

 
 In this Professional Report, I explore the possibility of using arts-based adaptive 

reuse to promote economic development and urban revitalization in Birmingham, 

Alabama.  I have selected Birmingham because it is a prime example of a post-industrial 

city in economic decline.  Due to the major economic shift from industrial production to 

an information and service-based economy in the 20th century, along with cultural values, 

technological advances, and racism, Birmingham’s wealth and population distribution 

changed dramatically during the mid to late 1900s.  This population and wealth migration 

created what now characterizes the urban form of Birmingham: sprawling, wealthy 

suburbs and a poor and under-utilized city core.  The potential for redevelopment in the 

City of Birmingham proper, therefore, is tied to the city’s wealth of historic, vacant 

buildings. 

 Revitalization of the Birmingham urban core could provide important 

improvements in the economy of Birmingham, improve quality of life for Birmingham 

residents, and further the overall sustainability of the Birmingham area.  It is important 

that redevelopment strategies promote economic development, utilize existing vacant 

buildings, fulfill particular community needs, strengthen community fabric, and spawn 

additional revitalization efforts.  Numerous articles and case studies demonstrate that this 

type of redevelopment can be accomplished through support and development of the arts 

and cultural sector.   
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 In order to determine ways to develop the arts community in Birmingham, this PR 

research will examine the current state of the arts and cultural sector, identify the specific 

needs of this sector, and propose ways that adaptive reuse of buildings in downtown 

Birmingham could fulfill these needs.  Through furthering the arts community, the 

proposed arts-based, adaptive reuse project is intended to serve as an engine for economic 

development and create a more vibrant and populated Birmingham city core. 

  My study has resulted in several recommendations for developers interested in 

arts-based adaptive reuse in Birmingham.  These recommendations include usage 

recommendations, selection of the appropriate buildings, and financial strategies. 

  The central research questions I address in this report are as follows: 

1. How might the arts sector contribute to the economic development of Birmingham? 

2. What are the needs of the arts community in Birmingham? 

3. What spaces are available and how are they differentiated? 

4. What are the best strategies for implementing an adaptive reuse program in a 

medium-sized city like Birmingham? 

 My methodology for answering these questions involved a literature review, case 

studies, Birmingham historic analysis, arts inventory research, spatial mapping, building 

research, and interviews. 

 In Chapter 2, I review the role of the arts and cultural sector in urban and 

economic development.  I also explain how adaptive reuse can support cultural 

development and urban revitalization through presenting case studies of arts-based 

adaptive reuse projects in the United States.  In Chapter 3, I utilize historic and census 
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data to present a brief history of Birmingham in order to contextualize its current and 

future development.  In Chapter 4, I analyze the Birmingham arts sector’s economic 

impact, current plans, resources, and needs.  After analyzing current planning strategies 

for the arts and cultural sector in Birmingham, I utilize internet and google map research 

to develop a list of Birmingham’s arts inventory.  Then, utilizing this arts inventory and 

interviews with artists and arts leaders, I asses the needs for each of the arts subsectors in 

Birmingham.  In Chapter 5, I go on to provide recommendations for fulfilling these needs 

through adaptive reuse development of a non-profit arts center.  In Chapter 6, I identify 

the available buildings in downtown Birmingham through developing Operation New 

Birmingham’s building inventory list.  Utilizing interview information and literature, I 

present a list of criterion and considerations for building selection for an arts-based 

adaptive reuse project.  I then discuss possible financing strategies to acquire or purchase 

appropriate buildings.  And finally, in Chapter 7, I conclude by presenting my overall 

recommendations for arts-based adaptive reuse in downtown Birmingham and the 

possible implications associated with such a development. 
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Chapter 2: The Role of the Arts Sector in Urban Development  

 

OVERVIEW  

 In this chapter, I present a synopsis of the economic impacts, characteristics, and 

policy implications of the arts and cultural sector.  I consider the economic development 

associated with the arts and cultural sector to be valuable based on “the contestable but 

defensible proposition that the origins of urban development and growth in modern 

society reside, above all, in the dynamics of economic production and work” (Scott, 

2006, p. 2). 

 Today, the United States has a strong and growing “new economy,” an economic 

sector characterized by high-tech industries, new artisanal manufacturing, business and 

financial services, and cultural product industries (Scott, 2006).  In developed countries, a 

thriving new economy sector is seen as an important driver of economic growth and 

development. Traditional studies of cities that assume a division between economy and 

culture are considered by some to be based on antiquated theories of industrial, “Fordist” 

capitalism. 

 Because of cultural industries’ integral role in the new economy, several current 

theories suggest that a thriving arts and cultural sector can have a significant and even 

regenerative impact on local economies.  Additionally, the cultural sector has grown 

dramatically during the 20th century due to “rising prosperity in the global north, 
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increasing leisure time, rising levels of literacy, links between the new medium of 

television and new discourses of consumerism, and the increasing importance of ‘cultural 

hardware’ for the consumer goods” (Hesmondhalgh, D. & Pratt, A. C., 2005, p. 3).   

Now, based on both economic literature and cultural industry growth, business and 

government leaders recognize that investment in the arts can result in economic returns 

including improving the ability to attract and retain high quality employees, increasing 

tourism, and supporting key export industries. 

 Cultural vitality and quality of life, terms that loosely cover variables such as 

recreational and cultural amenities, overall cost of living, diversity of local residents, and 

a sense of place, are not only an increasingly important community asset, but essential 

features of communities on the rise (Florida, 2002).  Due to numerous research 

publications, most notably those popularized by Richard Florida, “there has been a 

notable theoretical shift away from classical location factors in the attraction of export 

employment toward local amenities or ‘quality of place’ as a central factor shaping 

regional economic development” (Oden, 2010, p. 1).  In this amenity-based economic 

development theory, activity in arts and culture is framed as a critical driver of regional 

growth.   

 Policy makers justify culture-related economic development policies based on 

two different arguments.  In one argument supporting culturally based economic 

development strategies, arts and culture are considered one aspect of a package of local 

amenities that helps attract high growth firms and skilled workers.  The other argument 

focuses on the direct economic impacts of arts and cultural activities.  In this argument, 
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arts and culture are considered contributors to local market expansion through export 

industries, key suppliers to other export sectors, tourism attractors, and import 

substituting consumption (Oden, 2010). 

 

DEFINING ARTISTIC AND CULTURAL ACTIVITY 

 

 The definition and breath of cultural industries remains a contested area.  One 

extreme argument, for example, is that “all industries are cultural industries because all 

industries are involved in the production of goods and services that become part of the 

web of meanings and symbols we know as a culture” (Hesmondhalgh, Pratt, 2005, p. 6).  

More reasonable definitions consider questions like whether “low art” forms, such as 

heritage, tourism and sport, should be considered cultural industries.  These definitional 

problems have created a lag between new census categories and survey implementation 

so that, statistically, the cultural industries are under-reported (Hesmondhalgh & Pratt, 

2005).  Furthermore, the fuzzy definitions and contradictions in literature defining arts 

and culture have created difficulties for local economic development practitioners in 

evaluating potential target industries, assessing local assets, and addressing local gaps 

(Oden, 2010).  In this section, I present some of the main literary definitions of what arts 

and cultural activities entail.  It is important to note that in literature “the arts and cultural 

sector” is interchangeable with “the cultural sector”, because arts are considered to be one 

aspect of the cultural sector.   
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 The most well known literature related to the arts and cultural sector is that of 

Richard Florida.  Florida argues there is a positive correlation between the presence of 

the arts and cultural sector’s “creative class” and local economic growth.  Based on this 

research, he advises policymakers to improve cultural amenities and the diversity of local 

social life in order to attract this “creative class”.  Florida, therefore, analyzes arts and 

cultural activity through the lens of the creative class, divided between a super creative 

core and creative professionals.  The super creative core includes a wide range of 

professionals such as scientists, engineers, designers, and artists.  Creative professionals 

are knowledge-based workers such as those in healthcare, finance, business, the legal 

sector, and education. 

It is problematic to rely on of Florida’s work as a tool to assess arts and cultural 

activity, because traditionally defined artistic occupations compose only a small share of 

his “super creative core” and an even smaller proportion of the overall “creative class”.   

The creative class is primary determined by educational levels and traditional members of 

the arts and cultural sector have poses different characteristics than the other occupations 

in Florida’s group (Markusen, 2005). 

 Due to the lack of sector focus in Florida’s creative class-based assessment of arts 

and cultural activity, Allen Scott distinguishes arts and cultures from other industries 

based on their creation of aesthetic and semiotic content. He defines “the cultural 

economy” as an economy “represented by sectors that produce goods and services who’s 

subjective meaning, or, more narrowly, sign-value to the consumer, is high in comparison 

with their utilitarian purpose” (2004, p. 462).  These sectors offer “(1) service outputs 
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that focus on entertainment, edification, and information and (2) manufactured products 

through which consumers construct distinctive forms of individuality, self-affirmation, 

and social display” (2004, p. 462). 

 Though Scott’s definition is helpful, it does not delineate which industries 

comprise the overall arts and cultural sector.  In a major and influential study, The 

Creative Economy Initiative: The Role of Arts and Culture in New England’s Economic 

Competitiveness, the New England Council put forward a very straight forward criterion 

to define arts and cultural industries. They define the “creative industry cluster” as non-

profit institutions, commercial businesses and individuals whose work is based in the arts 

and culture (New England Council, 2010).  These industries, defined using NAICS codes, 

compose the arts and cultural sector and are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1:  Arts and Cultural Sector Industry Groups and Industries 
 

Industry Group  Industry (defined using NAICS codes)  

Applied Arts  

Architectural Services  
Interior Design Services  
Industrial Design Services  
Graphic Design Services  
Other Specialized Design Services  
Advertising Agencies  
Display Advertising  
Photographic Services – Commercial  

Performing Arts: Music, 
Theater and Dance  

Theater companies and dinner theater – commercial  
Dance companies – commercial  
Musical Groups and Artists – commercial  
Other Performing Arts Companies – commercial  
Musical Instrument and Supplies Stores – 
commercial  
Musical Instrument Manufacturing – commercial  
Promoters of performing arts – commercial  
Nonprofit performing arts  
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Table 1 continued 
 

Visual Arts  

Art Dealers – commercial  
Nonprofit visual arts  
Camera and photographic supplies stores – 
commercial  
Agents and managers of artists – commercial  
Photographic film, paper, plate and chemical 
manufacturing – commercial  
Lead pencil and art good manufacturing – 
commercial  
Art print gravure printing – commercial  
Book publishing – commercial  
Libraries and humanities – nonprofit  

Media  

Cable and other program distribution – nonprofit  
Motion picture and sound recording industry – 
commercial  
Prerecorded compact disc, tape and record 
producing – commercial  

Heritage  
Museums – taxable  
Nonprofit ethnic, historic museums  
Historic sites – taxable  

Support  Fine Arts Schools  
Nonprofit support and education  

Independent Artists, Writers 
and Performers  

Incorporated and Unincorporated  

Source: The New England Council. 2000. The Creative Economy Initiative: The Role of 
Arts and Culture in New England’s Economic Competitiveness: A New England Council 
Report, June.  
 
 Now that I have presented various perspectives defining the arts and cultural 

economy and provided a clear delineation of which industries compose this sector, I will 

now focus on the economic development and policy implications associated with this 

sector. 
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ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

 

 Literature suggests that arts and cultural activity can have a significant impact on 

regional economic performance.  In this section, I present the primary theories and 

evidence (or lack of evidence) on how the cultural sector does so.  Collectively, these 

theories propose that the arts and cultural industry can promote economic development 

as: an amenity that attracts and retains skilled workers and firms, a direct export base, a 

tourism attractor, a source of import substitution, and a contributor to supplier of high 

technology and other industries.   

 One of the primary theories of arts and culture as a vehicle for economic 

development is amenity-based economic development.  This amenity-based strategy, 

popularized by Richard Florida, is based on his theory that arts and culture will improve a 

regions quality of life and amenities; rich amenities, in turn, attract high skilled workers 

and high wage firms leading to economic growth of a city region. These amenities are 

“location specific, often non-tradable goods and services that benefit residents of a region 

in their role as workers or consumers” (Oden, 2010, p. 19).  Several cities, especially 

tourist departments, have adopted this approach and develop arts and cultural activity in 

hopes to improve regional amenities and spawn economic development through attraction 

of “the creative class”. 

 Though this amenity-based theory has not been disproven, authors like Allen 

Scott, Ann Markusen, and Michael Oden voice criticism of Florida’s amenity-based 

economic development theory.  In addition to criticisms that his “creative class” is only 
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made of a small portion of artists, the primary criticisms of Florida’s work is that his 

theory is oversimplified and lacks substantial evidence.  In work by Markusen and Scott, 

both suggest that the location, formation, urban impact, and politics of the arts and 

cultural sector are actually far more complex than suggested by Florida (2006, 2005).  

 Additionally, according to research on the amenity-based theory, Oden reports 

that there is little direct evidence that amenity investment influences labor migration 

between regions (2010).  Using secondary evidence, however, Oden suggests that 

neighborhood, environmental, then cultural amenities have been ranked as important 

factors of influence in firm and worker location.  This secondary evidence, as Oden 

notes, has a number of limitations.  Therefore, despite the popularity of the amenity-

based theory and observed correlations, there is not strong evidence that arts and cultural 

amenities affect worker and firm location (Oden, 2010).  Given this critical perspective 

on arts-based economic strategies, Oden advocates for sober assessment and targeted 

policies for arts-based development as an amenity-based tool for economic development.  

 In addition to this amenity-based theory, literature suggests the arts and cultural 

sector might directly bolster economic development of cities and regions through 

“attraction of tourist income; through the export of artistic and cultural products and 

services; as important suppliers to other regional export industries; and through 

contributions to local market expansion through import substituting consumption” (Oden, 

2010, p. 24).  Though there is not evidence to prove or disprove Florida’s cultural 

amenity economic theory, there is evidence that the arts and cultural industries generate 
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large regional contributions to employment and income through tourist attraction and 

export industry development (Oden, 2010). 

 The theories that the arts and cultural industry can provide economic development 

through import substitution and supplying other new economic industries (e.g. high 

technology, advertizing, industrial design), though limited in empirical evidence, have 

considerable logical and qualitative support (Oden, 2010).  Cultural products can serve as 

import substitutions in part because consumers are increasingly concerned with 

qualitative attributes of products, including their place-specific origins (Scott, 2006).  

Therefore, it may be economically valuable for localities to produce arts and cultural 

products that reflect an authentication of substantive and symbolic quality.  Additionally, 

cultural products can serve as a supplier for other new economy industries, leading to a 

higher local multiplier effect.  Markusen claims that “spending on performing and visual 

arts—highly localized and labor-intensive activities—results in higher multiplier effects 

within the region…. Promotion of the arts, then, can serve as an important substituting 

activity that helps counter the leakage of incomes and saving out of the region” (2005, p. 

1932).  In addition these theories of direct and indirect economic development, literature 

claims that arts and cultural activity might have other positive effects on urban 

development. 
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REVITALIZATION, COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT, QUALITY OF LIFE & GENTRIFICATION 

 

 The arts and cultural sector can also serve as an important aspect in community 

development, neighborhood revitalization, and quality of life.  Markusen and Johnson 

assert that “many [art] centers have contributed to neighborhood and community 

development by raising cultural awareness and helping communities use art to solve 

problems, connect residents with each other, and express identity and pride.   [Art centers 

have also] contributed to the commercial vitality of their immediate surroundings by 

investing in historic or new buildings, bringing artists and audiences to the neighborhood 

day and night, encouraging restaurant and service start-ups and façade improvements” 

(Markusen and Johnson, 2006, p. 10).  A study about how arts and culture fuel economic 

growth in New York City concludes that “no single industry attracts other sectors to the 

extent that arts and culture does.  [Arts and cultural activity is] the crucial lure for retail, 

street life and other amenities that draw business to an area” (“The Creative Engine,” 

2002, p. 3).  Artists “often move into abandoned or cheap buildings, invest sweat equity 

to fix them up, stabilize neighborhoods by their presence on the streets, and bring 

business to local retail stores” (Markusen, 2005, p. 1936).  Literature reveals that 

encouraging artistic creativity through public, nonprofit, or market investments, can 

generate public value far greater than modest costs of investment (Markusen, Gilmore, 

Johnson, Levi, & Martinez, 2006). 

 The arts and cultural sector, therefore, can dramatically improve localities’ quality 

of life through strengthening communities, furthering economic development, providing 
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rich cultural experience and exposure, utilizing vacant space, helping reduce crime, and 

strengthening youth educational opportunities.  These benefits of arts and cultural activity 

help create more desirable places for people to live and work.  These urban 

improvements however, often come with the price tag of gentrification’s displacement of 

local populations who cannot afford rising costs of living.  Although, artists are often 

cited as agents of gentrification, it is critical to note that when arts and cultural activity 

spawns neighborhood redevelopment, artists themselves are often victims of 

gentrification, as rising property prices often force them to relocate to more affordable 

areas.  Though artists help transform neighborhoods and indirectly contribute to 

gentrification, rising prices and community displacement are actually contrary to artists’ 

needs and wants  (Markusen, 2005). 

 

CHARACTERISTICS OF ARTS AND CULTURAL INDUSTRIES 

 

 Characteristics of the arts and cultural sector include clustering, abnormal labor 

markets, and crossover.  In this section, I will explore these characteristics and 

implications for how policy can best support the arts and cultural sector.  “Creative 

cities” are those dominated by high segments of “new economy” including high-tech 

industry, new-artisanal manufacturing, business and financial services, and cultural-

products industries.  These industries, including the arts and cultural industries, have a 

tendency to form agglomerations or “clusters.”  Cultural industries are considered “alpha 

cluster industries,” industries that cluster the most and longest due to an inherent 
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transitory nature of their products, high level of new product introduction, and high levels 

of creativity (Schoels, 2006).  “Success in alpha cluster industries will stem from 

innovation [and] doing things differently and doing things better than the leading regions 

by capitalizing on unique local characteristics and innovative ideas” (Schoels, 2006, p. 

174).  Regions with high spatial concentration of alpha clusters, such as New York City, 

display high wages, which are more supported by cluster-based innovation than by 

population density (Schoels, 2006).   

  Because alpha clusters have unique characteristics, relevant economic 

development strategies require a tailored approach. As informed by the dynamics of 

cluster industries, Scott claims “policy makers need to pay special attention to promoting 

(1) high-trust interfirm relations to mobilize latent synergies; (2) efficient, high-skill local 

labor markets; and (3) local industrial creativity and innovation” (Scott, 2004, p. 478).  

Strategies could also include education in finance or arts, integration of people not trained 

locally, promotion of networking, and facilitation of rapid information exchange 

(Schoels, 2006).   In order to encourage the beneficial agglomeration effects and preserve 

important external economies, policy-makers should “focus on the character of external 

economies of scale and scope as public or quasi-public goods” (Scott, 2004, p. 478).    

 These alpha clusters are strong economic fortresses for industrially advanced 

countries because they offer flexibility and quick response to the market due to external 

economies of agglomeration.  The technology and information exchange channels in such 

clusters, however, are difficult to reproduce in low wage countries with less fully 

developed infrastructure.  Through improving the general system performance of 
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agglomerations in the United States, policymakers can play a significant role in 

encouraging learning and innovation in the creative field, and thus stimulating the local 

economy through growth of new economy sectors. 

 Considerable inequalities of income and amenity access, however, exist in major 

metropolitan areas that are characterized by flourishing new-economy sectors (Scott 

2006).  These creative cities, have a relative abundance of cultural amenities, and are 

often visibly dominated by “up-scale streetscapes, expensive shopping facilities, and 

well-appointed residential enclaves” (Scott, 2006, p. 4).  Scott suggests that although 

these characteristics provide a competitive advantage for modern creative cities, policy 

makers must complement their sector and economic development strategies with 

approaches for mitigating inequity.  

 Another characteristic of arts and cultural industry is crossover between the 

industry’s sectors.  Each of the arts and cultural sectors, commercial, nonprofit, and 

community, provide distinct channels and support of artistic development (Markusen, 

Gilmore, Johnson, Levi, & Martinez, 2006).  Crossover within the arts and cultural sector 

is “is synergetic for the arts, for each sector and for artists themselves….  Crossover is a 

way that [artists] can further develop their artistry, improve their financial situation, and 

hedge against unforeseen adversities or opportunities in any one sector or changes in their 

health or family status.”   Artists report “experience among different spheres often 

enriches [their] development, work quality, incomes and visions of the possible” 

(Markusen, Gilmore, Johnson, Levi, & Martinez, 2006, p. 59).  Therefore, policies that 
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increase crossover will help produce economic, social and cultural dividends across all 

three sectors.  

 So to develop the arts and cultural industry as a whole, leaders in each sector 

should recognize the contributions of the others and encourage crossover between sector 

lines. (Markusen, Gilmore, Johnson, Levi, & Martinez, 2006).  Despite substantial 

crossover, there are many barriers for crossover in the arts and cultural sector, both 

perceived and real.  Appendix A provides Markusen, Gilmore, Johnson, Levi, & 

Martinez’s extensive list of recommendations for reducings barriers to crossover. 

 In developing policies for arts and cultural development, it is critical for policy 

makers to understand the local arts and cultural sector and tailor policy decisions to 

specific locality needs.  Policy makers must thoroughly understand the specific size, 

structure, systems, strengths and weaknesses of the arts sector so that both the city and 

the art sector can effectively develop and employ techniques to preserve and enhance the 

arts and cultural industries (McCarthy, Ondaatje & Novak, 2007).  Policy-makers should 

utilize “careful and theoretically informed assessments of available opportunities and 

inherent constraints” and be prepared that the conclusion of such assessments may 

indicate that doing nothing is the wisest course of action (Scott, 2004, p. 478).  In 

assessment, policy makers must be sure to map out the local economy and understand the 

character of agglomerations before developing policy intervention.  Therefore, when 

developing economic policy “each case needs to be treated on its own merits, paying full 

attention to the unique historical and geographical conditions that are found at each 

individual place” (Scott, 2004, p. 478).   
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 Another characteristic of the arts and cultural sector is that labor market is 

composed of a high proportion of self employed and temporary workers.  This 

entrepreneurial labor is driven by the cultural quality of cool, creativity, autonomy, self-

investment, compulsory networking, portfolio evaluations, international competition, and 

foreshortened careers (Neff, Wissinger, and Zukin, 2005).  Benefits associated with 

entrepreneurial work are cited to include creativity, flexibility, and perceived “coolness” 

and “fun” by arts and cultural workers (Neff, Wissinger, and Zukin, 2005).  Due to these 

benefits, the entrepreneurial labor force is willing to internalize the market risks 

associated with this highly unpredictable work.  Therefore, some of the most culturally 

desirable jobs, paradoxically, come with lowered expectations of economic stability 

(Neff, Wissinger, and Zukin, 2005).  

 In addition to increased risk associated with the entrepreneurial labor that 

characterizes the arts and cultural sector, workers face pressure to continuously to self-

invest so to improve and diversify skill sets.  Furthermore, in entrepreneurial labor, the 

lines between work and social time are blurred as career growth can be tied to a constant 

process of social networking.  Other downsides of working in these sectors can include 

non-continuous work, chaotic-seeming workspaces, reduced production and quality of 

work, extra pressure to devote additional time in “non-corporate” culture, and lack of 

health care and other benefits (Neff, Wissinger & Zukin, 2005).  Also, payment range of 

jobs in the cultural products industry is quite wide and varies from free to low to high.  

“Good,” high status work in the cultural products industry does not necessary guarantee 

high pay (Neff, Wissinger & Zukin, 2005).  Despite these challenges, many workers 
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believe that the creativity and flexibility associated with cultural entrepreneurial labor far 

outweigh its challenges. 

 In choosing where to locate, the arts and cultural laborers, often entrepreneurial, 

most consider many complex factors.  Due to high living costs of cultural centers and 

often low wages in arts and cultural work, arts and cultural workers have incentive to 

disperse to cheaper locals.  Writers and visual artists, who generally work alone, are freer 

to avoid expensive, arts-specialized cities.  Often, however, the advantages of living in 

major cultural centers outweigh their costs for those working in the arts and cultural 

sector due to aforementioned clustering advantages (Oden, 2010).  In this case, artists 

often gravitate toward denser, more central urban areas due to agglomerations of artists-

hiring employers in media, advertising and arts, and entertainment industries, as well as 

… recreational, environmental, and rich cultural amenities (Lloyd, 2000).  Also, unlike 

many populations, artists often locate in seedy, transitional, neighborhoods. 

 Often a self-conscious, critical, and politically active group, artists are far more 

progressive than groups in Florida’s “the creative class”.  They are often staunch 

supporters of progressive and inclusive social programs have much lower-incomes than 

other occupations in the creative class (Markusen, 2005).  “For the most part, artists are 

adamant in their support for more decentralized, neighborhood-based theaters, galleries, 

and other artists-centered spaces” and see these places as undersupported and often 

generators of edgier work (Markusen, 2005, 1936).  Artists’ need for space combined 

with limited income often leads to a sweat equity route in their development of living and 

working space.   
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 Because of the unique characteristics of arts and cultural workers, policy makers 

interested in promoting this sector as means to economic development must tailor policy 

towards these specific characteristics.  In addition to removing barriers to crossover, 

supporting entrepreneurial labor, encouraging clustering, and tailoring policy to localities, 

policy makers can encourage growth of the arts and cultural sector through improving 

visibility of the art sector and providing market information and business guidance to 

artists.  More importantly, one of the most powerful ways to support the arts and cultural 

sector is to provide physical space.  In the following section, I will focus on how arts 

spaces can nourish and develop the arts and cultural sector. 

 

ARTS AND CULTURAL SPACE 

 

 Artist spaces provide artists with live/work networks and resource access they 

might not otherwise have and play a critical role in the development of the arts and 

cultural sector.  These spaces contribute to the artistic talent pool by nourishing local 

artists while attracting and retaining other artists in the region (Markusen, 2005). “These 

settings encourage the exchange of professional and political information among artists 

and raise their collective visibility in the neighborhood and city…  The higher the 

visibility of artistic activity in a region, the more the population will alter its spending 

patterns to patronize artists and art events” (2005, 1932).    

 Markusen distinguishes arts space by artists’ centers, live/work and studio 

buildings, and smaller performing arts spaces.  Artists’ centers are comprised of 
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gathering spaces that offer conversations, classes, mentoring, shared workspace and tools, 

and where exhibits, readings, and performances take place. “Through classes, instructors, 

apprenticeships, chances to see experts at work, newsletters and libraries, equipment and 

space, competitive grants, presentation opportunities, and diverse audiences, artist centers 

make it more likely that the region’s aspiring artists will find encouragement, master new 

techniques, connect with mentors and peers, and learn the business side of their fields.  

Artists credit the centers with building long-term audiences and markets for their art, both 

in the region and nationally” (Markusen & Johnson, 2006, p. 9).  Art spaces such as 

artists’ centers, therefore, can have a powerful impact on individual artists’ careers and 

the quality of their work. 

 Artists’ centers not improve quality of the local arts and cultural sector, but also 

“many centers have contributed to neighborhood and community development by raising 

cultural awareness and helping communities use art to solve problems, connect residents 

with each other, and express identity and pride.   Many have contributed to the 

commercial vitality of their immediate surroundings by investing in historic or new 

buildings, bringing artists and audiences to the neighborhood day and night, encouraging 

restaurant and service start-ups and façade improvements (Markusen & Johnson, 2006, p. 

10).”  

 The main challenges for these artist spaces include “identifying and serving a 

constituency, including issues of inclusiveness, diversity, and community outreach; 

finding and managing dedicated space; right-sizing and funding a balanced program 

portfolio; and adapting to new trends, such as the emergence of digital technologies, the 
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overlapping of media, the rise of for-profit arts, and the ongoing decentralization of 

population” (Markusen & Johnson, 2006, p. 10).  Markusen and Johnson (2006, p.10) 

offered the following recommendations regarding development of arts spaces: 

• Public and nonprofit policymakers responsible for economic development, urban 

planning, and cultural policy should acknowledge and support artists’ service centers 

as good investments and as candidates for brick and mortar subsidies, operating 

funds, and technical assistance. 

• State and local governments should use the many tools at their disposal to help create 

appropriate spaces for artists and embed such centers in their neighborhoods.  

Flagship arts institutions should honor centers’ incubating role for regional artists and 

consider them partners rather than competitors for public and patron dollars. 

• Private sector businesses should approach and work with artists’ centers as suppliers 

of creative ideas, design, and skills that will help make them more productive, 

including partnering on technique and training. 

• In states and regions without generous funders, fundraising campaigns and publicity 

that raise public and patron understanding of the significance of convening space for 

artists and audiences can help fill the gap. 

• State and regional arts agencies, especially those operating in suburban and smaller 

town settings, should foster collective spaces for artists. 

• Artists should not only testify to the significance of centers for their careers and 

artistic development but play active roles in center governance, fundraising, and 

recruitment of artists and art lovers to center activities. 
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ADAPTIVE REUSE 

 

 I this section, I explore adaptive re-use of vacant buildings as a way to create 

these artists spaces. Adaptive reuse is a process that adapts old buildings for new uses 

while retaining their historic features.  Adaptive reuse can be particularly useful in post-

industrial cities, where the original use of a building is not longer relevant.  Adaptive-

reuse can involve a variety of building types, such as old factories or religious buildings, 

urban areas, such as waterfronts or downtowns, and new buildings uses, such as housing 

or retail.  In the United States, adaptive reuse has been commonly used for loft 

development.  Through this method, many buildings have been converted into retail 

spaces, lofts, offices, hotels, museums and other tourist destinations.  Because adaptive-

reuse preserves historical features, it is considered an aspect of the historic preservation 

field. 

 Adaptive reuse is an environmentally conscious form of development for three 

reasons.  First of all, it is an ultimate form of recycling.  Second, adaptive reuse, along 

with Brownfield reclamation, conserves land in development.  And thirdly, because 

historic buildings are often located in the urban core, adaptive-reuse based development 

fights sprawl and the environmental degradation associated with it. 

 Additionally, adaptive reuse can be a cost effective form of development, as 

developers are not required to produce a new structure.  Because adaptive reuse involves 

historic preservation, there are often financial benefits and breaks for the preservation of 

historic buildings. 
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 In adaptive reuse, developers must work to update old buildings to new standards 

while working to preserve historical value.  Therefore, utilizing older buildings might 

present more upfront costs than simply occupying a new space.  Due to challenges 

associated with adaptive-reuse and conventional methods of real estate analysis, some 

developers stray way from these projects. 

 Adaptive reuse has been a critical method in revitalization strategies of 

underutilized areas.  Through bringing new activity to old buildings, adaptive reuse is an 

important approach to helping develop neighborhood character and vibrancy.  

Revitalization, however, can often accompany gentrification: rising prices and 

displacement of residents in low-income areas.  Because of this, it is critical that 

adaptive-reuse redevelopment strategies be accompanied with strategies that mitigate the 

negative effects of gentrification.  

 Adaptive reuse can be and is often used for arts related purposes—such as 

museums, galleries, live/work spaces, studios, and the aforementioned artist centers.  

Arts-based adaptive reuse projects strengthen the arts sector as they can encourage 

crossover, increase arts visibility, improving work quality, encourage clustering, support 

entrepreneurial labor, and provide live and work space.  The following examples 

demonstrate how adaptive reuse can support the arts sector and result in economic growth 

and neighborhood revitalization. 

Arts-Based Adaptive Reuse in Lowertown, Minnesota. 

 In the early 1980s, sparse population and a large stock of vacant and historic 

building stock characterized Lowertown, an 18-block area in the heart of St. Paul, 
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Minnesota.  Through adaptive re-use of these buildings to create spaces to serve artists, 

Lowertown has been transformed into a vibrant, arts friendly community.  Planning and 

execution of the development strategy for the Lowertown historic district resulted in non-

profit partnership between the Lowertown Redevelopment Corporation, the City of St. 

Paul, and private and non-profit developers.  The vision and plan for the Lowertown’s 

18-block district was for the creation of a dynamic mix of housing, offices, retail stores, 

services, restaurants, theaters, parks and public spaces.  This strategy has been successful, 

as the area is now a vital community in the heart of St. Paul, the largest concentration of 

working artists of any city in the Midwest (over 500), and economically thriving.  “In 

1990, fewer than 750 people lived in Lowertown. Once the city's commercial center, the 

district had become a derelict neighborhood, a ghost town of dark buildings and dusty 

memories. Today Lowertown is a thriving downtown community with a population of 

more than 2,000” (“Properties”, 2009, para 3). 

 Central to the redevelopment of Lowertown was adaptively reusing vacant 

buildings to create artist spaces such as The Lowertown Lofts, The Northern Warehouse, 

and Tilnser Cooperative.  The Lowertown Lofts artists’ cooperative, developed in 1985 

by the Lowertown Redevelopment Corporation, provides affordable live/work studios for 

artists.  The Lowertown Lofts include not only arts studio and live/works spaces for rent, 

but also free music practice rooms, a yoga room, media and study rooms, Cyber-Café 

with free WiFi, a party room, game room, movie theater, and tanning facilities.  

 A non-profit real estate development company called Artspace developed the 

Northern Warehouse and Tilsner Cooperative. “Artspace’s mission is to create, foster, 
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and preserve affordable space for artists and arts organizations.  [They] pursue this 

mission through development projects, asset management activities, consulting services, 

and community-building activities that serve artists and arts organizations of all 

disciplines, cultures, and economic circumstances. By creating this space, Artspace 

supports the continued professional growth of artists and enhances the cultural and 

economic vitality of the surrounding community” (“About Artspace,” 2009, para 1). 

 Northern Warehouse, developed in 1990, is an artists’ cooperative composed of 

arts-related commercial and nonprofit tenants and 52 affordable live/work units. Tilsner 

is also residential art space located in a historic warehouse in St. Paul’s Lowertown 

district.  The Tilsner, a Victorian Romanesque building constructed in 1896, had been 

vacant and decaying physically for many years.  At the cost of $9.1 million dollars, 

Artspace redeveloped the building in 1993.   Proving that a historic building can be 

revitalized and functioning even after an advanced stated of decay, it now offers 66 

affordable live/work studio spaces to artists.  Because both the Northern Warehouse and 

Tilsner are cooperatives, residents must be involved community life of the buildings 

(“About Artspace,” 2009). 
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Figure 1:  Images of Lowertown Lofts in Saint Paul, Minnesota 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Bigos Management,http://www.tbigos.com/Site.aspx?SiteID=81 

Figure 2: Northern Warehouse Arts Cooperative in Lowertown of St. Paul, Minnesota 
 

 
Source: Artspace, http://www.artspace.org/properties/ 

Figure 3: Tilsner Artists Cooperative in Lowertown of St. Paul, Minnesota 
 

 
Source: Artspace, http://www.artspace.org/properties/ 
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Arts-Based Adaptive Reuse in Pittsburgh, PA 

 In Pittsburg, Pennsylvania, Metropolis Development partnered with Artists and 

Cities to create two adaptive-use projects: The Spinning Plate Artist Studios and Ice 

House Lofts.  Artists and Cities is a non-profit real estate development and resource 

organization that works to foster community development and economic growth by 

helping to ensure an integral place for artists in Pittsburgh's future.  Metropulos 

Development LLC is a Pittsburgh-based real estate development consulting firm 

specializing in sustainable projects in urban settings, with a focus on strong community 

and institutional participation (“Metropolus Development,” 2009).  Together these 

developers helped revitalize Pittsburgh neighborhoods through arts-based adaptive reuse. 

 The Spinning Plate Artist Lofts is the first project undertaken by Metropulus and 

Artists and Cities. The Spinning Plate was designed to provide affordable housing and 

workspace for low-income artists and their families. The 65,000 square foot historic 

adaptation of a 1927 Hupmobile car dealership now includes 37 live/work apartments and 

a 1,500 square feet gallery space (“Metropolus Development,” 2009).  

 Artists and Cities funded the Spinning Plate development by packaging $5.2 

million in financing including Historic Tax Credits, Low Income Housing Tax Credits, 

URA financing, bank financing, philanthropic grants, Program-Related Investments and 

bridge financing from the Strategic Investment Fund (“Metropolus Development,” 2009).   

The property opened in 1998 and has been at 100% occupancy since its opening. In 1999, 

it was placed on the National Register of Historic Places.  The Spinning Plate Lofts was 
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the first project to be completed in the significant redevelopment of the East Liberty 

neighborhood of Pittsburgh.   

 The second project by Artists and Cities, the Ice House Artist Studios, was 

designed to create practical and affordable workspace for artists. The space, a 44,000 

square foot, abandoned 1907 icehouse, was converted into 32 spaces for artists and arts 

related businesses.  The $2.8 million project was funded through a combination of 

Historic Tax Credits, bank financing, foundation support, and city and state loans and 

grants. Within a year of completion, the Ice House reached 100% occupancy, and in 2000 

it, too, was added to the National Register of Historic Places (“Metropolus 

Development,” 2009).   

 The building is located along the Allegheny River in Pittsburgh’s Lawrenceville 

neighborhood. The Ice House was one of the first projects undertaken as part of the 

current revitalization and redevelopment of the Lawrenceville neighborhood. 

Figure 4: Image of Spinning Plate Artists Loft in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

 
 
Source: Metropolus Development, www.metropulosdevelopment.com/buildings 
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Figure 5: Images of Icehouse Artist Studios in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

 

Source: Metropolus Development, www.metropulosdevelopment.com/buildings 

Arts-Based Adaptive Reuse in Birmingham, Alabama 

 Sloss Furnaces and the Thomas Project both serve as arts-based adaptive reuse 

projects of industrial sites in Birmingham, Alabama.  Sloss Furnaces, an iron blast 

furnace founded in 1882, is a National Historic Landmark in Birmingham, Alabama.  

After closing in 1971, it was designated for public use.  Today, the site serves as a 

museum of the iron industry and location for a nationally renowned metal-arts program.  

The site also serves as a venue for concerts, festivals, and other events in Birmingham.  

This industrial site is now a major part of the arts and cultural identity of Birmingham.   

 Thomas Plant Blast Furnace, located just southwest of Birmingham, was a blast 

furnace founded in 1886.  The furnace was closed in 1971, and the land was purchase by 

Wade Sand and Gravel, a sand and gravel manufacturing company located directly 

adjacent to the furnace grounds.  Robin Wade, Jr. and his wife, Caroline, both arts 

supporters, designated the area and buildings of the Thomas Plant Blast Furnace as 

studios for artists.  This site is now the Thomas Project, and it provides low-cost 

workspace for several artists. 
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Figure 6: Sloss Furnace Historic and Cultural Center in Birmingham, Alabama 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Source: Sloss Furnaces wikipedia page, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sloss_Furnaces 

Figure 7: Image of The Thomas Arts Project in Birmingham, Alabama 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Source: Thomas Project website, http://www.thomasproject.org/ 

Though the Thomas Project and Sloss are good examples of adaptive reuse in 

Birmingham, the city has done little to employ arts-based adaptive reuse as a strategy in 

developing the arts and cultural industry, the central urban core, and the economy.  In the 
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subsequent chapters I will investigate the need and potential for an arts-based adaptive 

reuse project, such as an artists’ center, in the City of Birmingham. 
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Chapter 3: Introducing Birmingham 

 

 

 Originally a small farm town known as Elyton, the City of Birmingham was 

founded at the crossing of two railroad lines in 1871, just after the Civil War.  Long 

parallel mountain ridges flank the city, located at the foothills of the Appalachian 

Mountains in the Jones Valley.  Due to its natural deposits of iron ore, coal, and 

limestone, the city was planned as a major industrial center of the South and was 

appropriately named after the English industrial giant.  The city’s explosive growth, 

fueled by proximity to rail lines and steel industry, earned its nickname “The Magic 

City.” By the 1920s, the city was a bustling grid of mid to high-rise neoclassical 

buildings, lined by streetcars (“History,” 2010).   

 Birmingham’s economy suffered greatly during the Depression and mildly 

through the late 1950s.  Though the wartime demand for steel and the post war building-

boom supported Birmingham’s steel-based economy, not a single major commercial 

building was built in central Birmingham from the 1920s until the early 1960s 

(“Birmingham, Alabama”).  During the late 1950s to late 1960s, Birmingham became a 

center for the African American struggle in the Civil Rights movement.  The City of 

Birmingham met the Civil Rights protests of sit-ins and massive marches, led by Fred 

Shuttlesworth, Martin Luther King Jr, and James Bevel, with police, tear gas, attack dogs, 

and arrests.  Birmingham is forever tainted by its fierce and violent resistance to 

desegregation, and is infamous for events like the KKK bombing of the 16th Street Baptist 
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Church.  These Civil Rights protests were ultimately successful, leading to the 

desegregation of Birmingham public facilities and the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

 During the 1970s, urban renewal efforts helped diversify the economy of 

Birmingham.  Due to major investments in the University of Alabama at Birmingham 

specializing in medical research, biotechnology, and healthcare, UAB is now the major 

driver of the city’s economy and Birmingham serves as one a major medical centers in 

the country.  During this same time period, skyscrapers were built and Birmingham 

became one of the most important business centers in the southeast (Birmingham, 

Alabama). 

 Though the steel industry no longer holds the same prominence as its founding 

years, it is still an important industry in the City of Birmingham’s economy.  Birmingham 

is also a leading banking center as two major banks, Regions Financial Corporation and 

Compass Bancshares are headquartered in the city.  Additionally, Wachovia acquired 

SouthTrust, another large bank based in Birmingham, in 2004, making Birmingham a 

regional headquarter for Wachovia.  Birmingham, Alabama's largest city and the state's 

business and cultural center, is now built on a diverse economy of manufacturing, 

medicine, biotechnology, banking, and insurance. 

 Table 2 displays the number of employees by industry according to the U.S. 

Economic Census of 2002.   Clearly, health care and social assistance is the leading 

employer in the City of Birmingham.  In this table, I utilized the location quotient (LQ), a 

comparative economic tool, to asses the strength of the industries in Birmingham.  If the 

LQ is greater than 1, local production is specialized in the industry and exceeds local 
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demand, allowing the excess to be exported. When the LQ equals 1, production is just 

sufficient to satisfy local demand.  And, where the LQ is less than 1, production is 

insufficient to satisfy local demand, requiring products to be imported.  Therefore, 

Birmingham’s major export industries are Health care & social assistance, Wholesale 

trade, and Administrative & support & waste management & remediation services. 

Table 2: Industry Employment and Location Quotient in Birmingham, Alabama  
 

The City of Birmingham 2002 Economic Information 
  

NAICS code Industry description 
Number of 
employees 

Location 
Quotient 

62 Health care & social assistance  36,456  1.52 
31-33 Manufacturing  17,671  0.87 

56 
Administrative & support & waste 
management & remediation service  17,356  1.24 

44-45 Retail trade  14,518  0.62 
42 Wholesale trade  12,468  1.33 
54 Professional, scientific, & technical services  11,820  1.02 
72 Accommodation & food services  10,809  0.67 
51 Information  6,805  1.14 
81 Other services (except public administration)  5,577  1.00 
53 Real estate & rental & leasing  2,338  0.75 
71 Arts, entertainment, & recreation  1,199  0.41 
61 Educational services  290  0.42 

Source: U.S. Economic Census 2002              

 Since the 1960s, Birmingham has been experiencing steady population decline in 

the central city, while cities within Greater Birmingham Area have been growing 

dramatically.  The trends of  “white flight” from the city center, population decline in 

Birmingham, and growth of the Birmingham Metropolitan Statistical Area, have resulted 

from a combination of stressed race relations, a new highway and interstate system, and 

increased access to home ownership through accessible mortgage loans created by the 
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Housing Act of 1949.   “The Greater Birmingham Area,” as it is colloquially referred, is 

now composed of a fairly small Birmingham proper surrounded by sprawling suburban 

areas.  The 2008 U.S. Census Bureau population estimate for the City of Birmingham, 

which spans 151 square miles, is 228,798.  Figure 8 displays the population trend of the 

City of Birmingham since 1880 until today, clearly showing the steady population 

decline since the 1960s. Surrounding cities and suburbs of Birmingham form the 

Birmingham-Hoover Metropolitan Statistical Area (MSA), with a total population 

estimate for 2008 of 1,117,608 according to the United States Census Census (Figure 2). 

In contrast to the City of Birmingham, the Birmingham-Hoover MSA is growing steadily 

and projected to continue this steady growth through 2020 (Figure 3).  The Birmingham-

Hoover MSA covers a sprawling 5,332 square miles, as compared to Birmingham 

Proper’s 151 square miles. 
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Figure 8: Map of State of Alabama, City of Birmingham & Birmingham-Hoover MSA 

 

Source: National Atlas, US Census/TIGER 
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Figure 9: Population trend for the City of Birmingham from 1880 to 2008 

 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau   
      
    
 
Figure 10: Projected trend of Birmingham-Hoover MSA population growth 
 

 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau        
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Table 3: Population of Birmingham-Hoover MSA from 1990 to projected 2020 

Birmingham-Hoover MSA Population  
  

Year Population 
1990 907,810 
2000 921,106 

Est. 2008 1,117,608 
 Pro. 2020 1,239,091 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau  

Desegregation helped spawn the white flight from the city center “over-the-

mountain” to the Birmingham suburbs southeast of the city.  Though race relations have 

improved in Birmingham, the gulf between whites and blacks still persists.  The city of 

Birmingham is 73.5% Black, while the Birmingham MSA is 66.4% White.  

Table 4: Racial distribution in the City of Birmingham and Birmingham MSA 

Race Percentages 2000 
Race  City of Birmingham Birmingham MSA 
White 24.1% 66.4% 
Black or African American 73.5% 30.0% 
American Indian and Alaska 
Native 0.2% 0.2% 
Asian 0.8% 0.8% 
Native Hawaiian and Other 
Pacific Islander 0.0% 0.0% 
Two or more races 0.1% 0.7% 
Hispanic or Latino 1.6% 1.8% 

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000                 
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Figure 11: Chart of racial distribution in the City of Birmingham in 2000 
 

 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000 
 
Figure 12: Chart of racial distribution in Birmingham-Hoover MSA in 2000 
   

 
Source: U.S. Census Bureau, Census 2000 
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Not only is there an extreme racial disparity between Birmingham and “Greater 

Birmingham”, there is a major income disparity.  According to the American Community 

Survey of 2006-2008, the median income of households in the City of Birmingham was 

$32,070, while the median income of households in the Birmingham MSA was $48,752.  

Also, 25 % of people in the City of Birmingham lived in poverty compared to 13% in the 

Birmingham MSA (American Community Survey, 2006-2008).  This income disparity is 

projected to increase rapidly because the Birmingham-Hoover MSA’s income growth 

rate is ranked the fastest in the entire South and seventh in the United States in 2005-2025 

projections (“Birmingham, Alabama,” n.d.).  Figure 13 depicts the poverty rates among 

different populations in Birmingham.  Over a third of related children under 18 years and 

female householder families are living below the poverty level in Birmingham (American 

Community Survey, 2006-6008). 

Figure 13: Poverty rates in the city of Birmingham from 2006-2008 

 
         
 Crime is also a major problem in the City of Birmingham. Crime rates in 

Birmingham are significantly higher than the national average.  This may be largely to do 
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with the flight of married couples and families from the central cities to the suburbs of 

Birmingham in search of better schools.  Once again, the disparity of the Birmingham 

MSA and Birmingham are revealed in crime rates, as rates in the MSA are drastically 

lower than those in Birmingham proper.  While Birmingham has the 7th highest murder 

rate and is ranked 18th in violent crime among US Cities, the Birmingham MSA is 

considered one of the low-crime areas among southern MSAs (“Birmingham, Alabama,” 

n.d.).  

 The downtown district of Birmingham, however, has lower crimes rates than the 

city as a whole.  The Birmingham Police Department has received high marks from its 

citizens for its professionalism and willingness to serve; and, the downtown district, 

patrolled by City Action Partnership (CAP), is relatively free from crime.  The 

Downtown Improvement Association funds CAP, formed in 1995 to increase the safety 

and perception of safety; the organization reports a 62% decline in criminal activity 

within its 109-block area (“Birmingham, Alabama,” n.d.). 

Given the declining population, waning economy, and crime rates in the City of 

Birmingham, there is a clear need for economic development strategies that not only 

boost economic figures, but also draw people to live, work and play in the City of 

Birmingham.  Development of the arts and cultural sector in Birmingham could help do 

just that based on the literature in Chapter 2 citing the regenerative effects of the arts and 

cultural sector.  As I discuss in the next chapter, the arts and entertainment industry in 

Birmingham is currently weak and is not meeting the demand for arts in Birmingham.  I 

will explore the assets and needs of the arts sector in Birmingham. 
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Chapter 4: Birmingham Arts Sector: Assets and Needs 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION AND METHODOLOGY 

 

 In this chapter, I present and discuss the size, categories, strengths, and 

weaknesses of Birmingham’s arts and cultural sector.  My goal is to provide information 

that will be useful for both the city and the art sector, as they strive to design strategies 

for arts- and culture-based economic development that are tailored to local conditions. 

Here I follow the work of McCarthy, Ondaatje and Novak (2007), who argue that such 

analyses is fundamental for effective arts-based development.  I begin by describing and 

analyzing the two primary cultural planning documents for Birmingham: The Cultural 

Plan of Greater Birmingham and The City of Birmingham Master Plan Update.  In 

addition to assessing the findings and recommendations presented in the Cultural Plan 

and Master Plan, my analysis also draws on an inventory of arts organizations I collected 

from xyz sources, a location analysis, and in depth interviews to reveal the strengths, 

needs, and opportunities of Birmingham’s arts and cultural sector.   

 Specifically, I have developed an inventory of the arts sector (rather than arts and 

cultural sector) and its subsectors, including visual arts, photography, film, music, 

theatre, dance, and writing.  I then utilized GIS geocoding to map the locations of 

organizations within these sub-sectors to identify any spatial patterns.  Details on my 

methodology for inventory listing and geocoding are included in the section: Birmingham 

Arts Sector Needs and Assets.  My interviews were one hour long and conducted with 
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Birmingham artists and arts organizations representatives.  Specifically, I selected Sara 

Cannon, Buddy Palmer, David Fleming, Karen Cucinotta, and Alan Hunter as my 

interviewees based on their substantial involvement and knowledge of the arts 

community in Birmingham. 

 Sara Cannon is a painter and conceptual artist, as well as a full-time graphic 

designer.  She founded and runs the Birmingham Arts Collective, and organization 

dedicated to the helping artists, designers, photographers, writers, musicians, actors, and 

other creatives in Birmingham promote themselves and their work. “When The 

Collective puts on a show, the barrier to entry is low and the culture is pro-creative, 

allowing the artist to take chances and risk more.  The Collective encourages art 

installations and unconventional mediums.  Its goal is to give new artists an opportunity 

to develop their work and to give seasoned artists a chance to reach new audiences” 

(“About the Collective,” 2009, para. 1). 

 Buddy Palmer is the CEO and president of the Cultural Alliance of Greater 

Birmingham.  The Cultural Alliance, presented in the section on the Cultural Plan of 

Greater Birmingham, is the over-arching non-profit arts organization dedicated to 

furthering the arts and cultural sector in the Greater Birmingham Area. 

 David Fleming is the executive director of Mainstreet Birmingham, a non-profit 

dedicated to Growing Business, Revitalizing Neighborhoods and Empowering 

Communities in Birmingham communities.  Though the focus of Mainstreet Birmingham 

is in neighborhoods outside of downtown Birmingham, David Fleming has had much 

experience working with issues related to downtown specifically.  Furthermore, David 
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works on adaptive reuse arts incubation projects in Birmingham neighborhoods and has 

extensive knowledge on ways to finance such a project. 

 Karen Cucinotta is a painter and member of the Thomas Arts Project.  As 

presented in Chapter 2, the Thomas Project is an adaptive reuse project and arts 

community on an old industrial site just outside of central Birmingham.  Karen has been 

involved in the arts in Birmingham for 15 years, ran a non-profit arts gallery, 

“Artomotive”, for two years, and has extensive knowledge of the arts community and in 

depth perspective on artists in Birmingham. 

 Alan Hunter, the original MTV VJ, founder of Workplay, owner of Hunter Films, 

and co founder of Sidewalk Film Festival, has extensive knowledge and experience of the 

entertainment sector in Birmingham.  Workplay Theatre is a multi-purpose entertainment 

complex featuring two music halls, a bar, a recording studio, and rental office space for 

small businesses.  Currently, nine other businesses, including video, film, audio 

companies, are housed in Workplay Theatre. 

 Based on information from these interviews, economic analysis, Cultural Plan 

Findings, inventory analysis, and spatial pattern assessment, I conclude the chapter by 

recommending strategies for fulfilling the needs of an arts sector as a whole.  
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ARTS AND CULTURE IN THE BIRMINGHAM ECONOMY 

 

As of 2002 the Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation Industry in Birmingham had a 

LQ of .40 meaning industry production was insufficient in satisfying local demand (Table 

5) (U.S. Economic Census, 2002).  Table 6 displays a more detailed break down of the 

overarching Arts, Entertainment, and Recreation Industry revealing that of the 65 

establishments in the industry, only 21 are performing arts and museum related 

establishments.  I calculated this number by subtracting the 37 amusement, gambling & 

recreation establishments and the 7 spectator sports establishments from the total industry 

establishments. 

From this Economic Census data, it is hard to determine what percentage of the 

direct $73,695,000 in the sales, shipments, receipts, or revenue are strictly arts and 

cultural revenue.  However, it is clear, given the LQ, the arts and cultural industry in 

Birmingham is relatively weak. 

According to the Cultural Plan for Greater Birmingham, in 2002, the cultural 

sector generated at least $170 million annually in economic activity through direct and 

indirect expenditures for Greater Birmingham.  Of this activity, 40% of its revenues were 

earned directly while the other 60% was generated through public and private sector 

donations.  However, given the economic decline, this annual economic activity of the 

cultural sector has decreased (Buddy Palmer, personal communication, March 24, 2010).  

Currently, therefore, the overall economic impact of the arts and entertainment sector in 

Birmingham is rather weak and not meeting local demand. 
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Table 5:  Economic Data for the City of Birmingham’s Arts, Entertainment & Recreation 
Industry 

The City of Birmingham Arts, Entertainment, & Recreation Industry Economic 
Information 2002 (NAICS Code 71) 

  

Number of 
Establishments 

Sales, shipments, 
receipts, or revenue Annual payroll 

Number of 
employees 

Location 
Quotient 

65  $73,695,000   $20,376,000   1,199.00  0.41 
Source: U.S. Economic Census 2002        
 
Table 6:  Categorical economic information for Birmingham’s Arts, Entertainment & 
Recreation Industry 
 

2002 Breakdown of Birmingham's Arts, Entertainment, & Recreation Industry 
  

NAICS 
code Industry description 

Number 
of 

establish-
ments 

Sales, 
shipments, 
receipts, or 

revenue 
Annual 
payroll 

Number of 
employees 

71 
Arts, entertainment, & 
recreation 65  $73,695,000   $20,376,000  1,199 

711 

Performing arts, spectator 
sports, & related 
industries 22 D D f 

712 
Museums, historical sites, 
& similar institutions 6 D D c 

713 
Amusement, gambling, & 
recreation industries 37 D D f 

7111 
Performing arts 
companies 8 D D c 

7112 Spectator sports 7 D D e 

7113 

Promoters of performing 
arts, sports, & similar 
events 4 D D a 
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Table 6 continued  
 

7121 
Museums, historical sites, 
& similar institutions 6 D D c 

7139 
Other amusement & 
recreation services 31 D D e 

71111 
Theater companies & 
dinner theaters 5 D D b 

71113 Musical groups & artists 2 D D b 
71121 Spectator sports 7 D D e 
71211 Museums 5 D D c 

71391 
Golf courses & country 
clubs 4  $7,553,000   $2,497,000  140 

71394 
Fitness & recreational 
sports centers 20  $8,102,000   $2,587,000  305 

711110 
Theater companies & 
dinner theaters 5 D D b 

711130 Musical groups & artists 2 D D b 
711212 Racetracks 2 D D e 
712110 Museums 5 D D c 

713910 
Golf courses & country 
clubs 4  $7,553,000   $2,497,000  140 

713940 
Fitness & recreational 
sports centers 20  $8,102,000   $2,587,000  305 

D: Withheld to avoid disclosing data for individual companies; data are included in higher level 
totals. 

Source: U.S. Economic Census 2002      
 

In the words of Karen Cucinotta, “there is a wealth of artists in Birmingham” 

(personal communication, March 24, 2010).  However, there is a major outflow of these 

artists to other cities due to sector limitations, which makes it critical for Birmingham to 

work to maintain its artistic sector and talent.  All interviewees stressed that the arts 

sector in Birmingham is undercapitalized and that funding through public and private 

sectors is critical for the arts sector.  These funding needs are increasing because of the 
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recent economic decline and the lack of political support of the arts.  Therefore, in efforts 

to increase public funding initiatives, it is very important that the arts sector enlightens 

political leaders about the economic and revitalization development potential associated 

with the growth of the arts sector. 

 

ARTS AND CULTURAL PLANS IN BIRMINGHAM 

 

A Cultural Plan for Greater Birmingham  

In 2002, a broad coalition of individuals formed in order to develop a Cultural 

Plan of Greater Birmingham so to create “an overall vision for arts and cultural 

development [in Birmingham] and to outline the implementation of that vision” (Wolf, 

Keens & Company, 2002, p. i).  Region 2020, a citizen-based regional planning 

organization representing twelve counties in Central Alabama, managed development of 

this cultural plan and a Steering Committee provided guidance for the planning process.  

Development of the plan was funded through a variety of public and private sources and 

Wolf, Keens & Company of Cambridge, Massachusetts was hired to assist this planning 

process.  After completion of the plan, the Cultural Alliance of Greater Birmingham was 

created to champion the arts and cultural sector and oversee the implementation of the 

plan’s goals. 

The central goal of the cultural plan is to enhance the cultural life of Greater 

Birmingham through a celebration of the region’s rich heritage and diversity. The plan’s 

major goals are quoted as follows (Wolf, Keens & Company, 2002, p. i-ii). 
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1. Using Greater Birmingham’s cultural and ethnic diversity to strengthen 

communities. 

2. Building on the full range of the region’s existing cultural assets for residents 

and visitors alike. 

3. Expanding cultural educational opportunities. 

4. Strengthening infrastructure (facilities and support organizations) to assist the 

cultural sector. 

5. Providing adequate financial resources for a full range of cultural organizations 

and activities.  

 The Cultural Plan, short for Cultural Plan for Greater Birmingham, defines 

“culture” in broad terms as to address a diversity of interests and priorities in the 

Birmingham community. “Culture”, therefore, includes painting, sculpture, classical 

music, theatre, dance, natural history and science, folk music, jazz gospel, craft, folk art, 

regional history, etc.  The Cultural Plan addresses the cultural sector of not only 

Birmingham, but Greater Birmingham, which includes the twelve county region served 

by Region 2020, including Jefferson, Shelby, Cullman, Walker, Talladega, Calhoun, 

Etowah, St. Clair, Chilton, Bibb, Tuscaloosa, and Blount counties.  While the plan 

regards Birmingham as the central cultural hub of this region, their perspective strives to 

take a regional approach to arts and cultural development.  Considering this region’s 

racial history, the plan also strives to reframe the conversation on race so that diversity is 

regarded as a significant regional asset. 
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 Development of the Cultural Plan, which directly engaged over 600 people 

included interviews, work groups sessions, and public meetings on a variety of topics 

related to arts and cultural development.  The Steering Committee, Region 2020, and 

Wolf, Keens & Company researched the financial activity of the cultural sector and 

developed inventories of existing cultural programs, facilities, and activities.  This whole 

process involved regular media coverage so to broaden communication with the 

Birmingham community. 

The Cultural Plan findings on culture in Greater Birmingham include information 

on: cultural audience and community perception, the cultural sector in the economy, 

cultural service organizations, cultural facilities, culture in neighborhoods, and cultural 

education.  In regards to the cultural audience and community perception of ‘culture’, the 

Greater Birmingham Cultural Plan uncovered some interesting findings.  The interest in 

and demand for arts in the region is actually higher than national norms, as 31% of 

Jefferson and Shelby County respondents were extremely or very interested in arts and 

cultural activities, as compared to the 27% of the national sample.  Also, “research shows 

that there is a large, untapped market for cultural attendance among African Americans” 

(Wolf, Keens & Company, 2002, p. iii).  According to surveys conducted by Region 

2020 for the Cultural Plan, respondents with children are more interested in attending 

cultural events than those without. 

 Additionally, research indicates that as people attend cultural events more 

frequently, their demand for cultural event attendance increases (Wolf, Keens & 

Company, 2002).  The same goes for knowledge of cultural events: as people become 
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more familiar with cultural activities, demand and attendance increase.  Research for the 

Cultural Plan for Greater Birmingham indicates, therefore, that there is not a lack of 

demand for cultural events in Greater Birmingham; and, in order to meet and grow this 

demand, there needs to be increased supply, marketing, and education of cultural events. 

Research for the cultural plan also revealed that cultural activities and education is 

a priority for Greater Birmingham residents, especially among African Americans, and 

that the area lacks cultural programming for people of color.  This helps the discrepancy 

between high interest yet low participation levels in cultural activity among African 

Americans.  Also, surveys showed that nearly a third of the population sample, and even 

more in the outlying counties, expressed a perception of arts as “elitist” (Wolf, Keens & 

Company, 2002).  

Despite the fact that cultural education is a major priority for all citizens, in-

school cultural education in Birmingham, for the most part, is severely lacking.  This is a 

result of a little communication between cultural education programs, a shortage of Arts 

Specialist teachers, and extremely underfunded teacher-training programs.  In urban 

areas, many children cannot even afford to pay transportation costs of traveling to free or 

subsidized cultural offerings.  Additionally, “the delivery of cultural education is 

fragmented: individuals and organizations provide outreach to schools independently, 

often resulting in duplication of services and uneven distribution of cultural opportunity” 

(Wolf, Keens & Company, 2002, p. v).  Also, the Cultural Plan’s surveys and interviews 

reveal interest among Greater Birmingham individuals, especially families and children, 

to have increased opportunities to experience arts and culture, not in downtown 
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Birmingham, but in their own neighborhoods and communities.  Many believe that an 

important strategy in engaging youth is through neighborhood-based arts and cultural 

programming. 

 The cultural sector in Birmingham needs cultural facilities and, “it is critical to 

provide a realistic level of subsidy for user groups to ensure that these [facilities] 

contribute to the overall growth of the cultural sector” (Wolf, Keens & Company, 2002, 

p. v).  Specific facility recommendations for Birmingham included renovation of the 

Lyric Theatre, additional renovations to the Carver Theatre, conversion of Boutwell 

Municipal Auditorium into a community cultural center, and establishment of joint 

management programs between the Alabama, the Lyric, and the Carver Theatres” (Wolf, 

Keens & Company, 2002, p. vii). 

The plan argues there is a major need for an effective regional cultural agency 

with a broad mandate and regional support.  It states, “currently in Greater Birmingham 

there is no agency that is responsible for the well-being of the cultural sector on a 

regional basis – for facilitating partnerships, assisting with funding, providing liaison 

with government officials and civic leaders, or convening groups of individuals to work 

on marketing, board development, technical assistance, audience building, or any of 

dozens of other such efforts” (Wolf, Keens & Company, 2002, p. 23). The Cultural Plan 

emphasizes that an arts and cultural body should be regional, not metropolitan, and 

represent “culture” not just arts.  After the plan’s completion, the Cultural Alliance of 

Greater Birmingham was formed to serve this purpose. 
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 As stated in the arts in the economy section, according to research conducted for 

the Cultural Plan in 2002, the cultural sector generated at least $170 million annually in 

economic activity for Greater Birmingham.  Forty percent of these revenues are earned 

directly while the other 60% is generated through public and private sector donations.  

The cultural sector’s total economic activity for 2002 is presented in Table 7 below. 

Table 7: 2002 economic activity of the cultural sector in Birmingham 

Estimated Total Economic Activity  
Organizational direct expenditures $42,700,000 
Projected audience expenditures $42,700,000 
Total direct expenditures $85,400,000 
Estimated multiplier 2.0 
Estimated economic activity $170,800,000 
Source: A Cultural Plan for Greater Birmingham, 2002 
 
 According to research, the major challenge of the cultural sector in Greater 

Birmingham is that arts and cultural organizations are significantly underfunded.  These 

challenges are exacerbated as arts and cultural organizations rarely collaborate and plan 

cooperatively (The Cultural Plan of Greater Birmingham, 2002). Assessment of public 

and private sector funding reveals that while public sector support is limited to two major 

resources – the City of Birmingham and the State of Alabama, the general impression 

that the private sector carries the majority of support for arts and culture is not true.  In 

fact, of $26 million contributed revenue in FY2001, only 9.3% was provided by private 

sector – individuals, corporations, and foundations – support.  The plan poses that in 

order to implement its cultural goals, earned income, funding from cities and counties, 

and private sector donations must all increase. 
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 Additionally, the Cultural Plan reveals that in Greater Birmingham, those 

responsible for economic development often overlook cultural assets and do not foster 

arts and culture industries as a means for economic development.  Therefore, attempts to 

promote culture in the Birmingham area have been fragmented.  One of the primary 

needs for the arts sector, then, is to educate leaders in Birmingham about arts and culture 

as an engine for revitalization so that the political leaders might develop arts and cultural 

engagement, policies, programming, or funding. 

 Based on the Cultural Plan’s research, public input, and guidance from the 

Steering Committee and other groups, eight goals and strategies for improving the 

cultural sector were proposed.  These eight goal areas are focused around development of 

cultural organizations and working artists, cultural education, cultural diversity, cultural 

economic development, neighborhood and community cultural development, cultural 

facilities, cultural infrastructure, and public and private funding. 

 The goal for cultural organizations and working artists is to create “a strengthened 

cultural ‘eco-system’ that sustains large organizations, builds the capacity of small and 

mid-sized organizations, and provides a supportive environment for artists” (Wolf, Keens 

& Company, 2002, p. ix).   Proposed strategies for accomplishing this goal include 

establishment of a cultural trust, development of a technical assistance program, 

development of a coordinated cultural calendar, connecting local artists to regional 

resources, and develop mechanisms to simplify back office tasks for cultural nonprofits.  

 Another major goal proposed by the Cultural Plan is “an enlarged and enriched 

mix of opportunities for children and adults in Greater Birmingham to engage in and 
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appreciate arts and cultural experiences” (Wolf, Keens & Company, 2002, p. ix).  The 

plan proposes to accomplish this goal through establishment of region wide 

clearinghouse, maximizing existing educational resources, and assisting cultural 

education supporters to serve an effective advocacy role.  It also advocates for active 

engagement of a diverse population in cultural activities, events, and organizations 

through both neighborhood and central cultural events that focus on racial unity, 

appointing interested minorities to nonprofit cultural boards, and encouraging large 

organizations to partner with mall or ethnically specific groups. 

 An enhanced role for arts and culture in fostering the economic development of 

the region is the fourth major goal proposed by the cultural plan.  Strategies for economic 

development include promoting cultural attractions, prioritizing Birmingham’s tourism 

opportunities, establishing a pubic arts program, and incorporating the cultural sector in 

revitalization strategies.   

 The Cultural Plan presents development of a diverse and accessible inventory of 

high-quality cultural spaces as a critical step in developing the Birmingham cultural 

sector.  Cultural space development strategies could include the facility adaptations 

presented previously as well as developing a cultural facility rental subsidy fund to help 

organizations and artists use workspace for a period of 5-7 years.  Additionally, and 

significant to this report, the plan proposes to utilize vacant spaces through the region for 

arts and cultural purposes.  

 After completion of the Cultural Plan and its enumerated goals, The Cultural 

Alliance of Greater Birmingham was established to serve the role of the plan’s proposed 
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“regional cultural alliance”.   The Cultural Alliance’s ongoing mission, as proposed in the 

plan, is to serve as a champion of the Greater Birmingham cultural sector and work to 

implement the Cultural Plan’s proposed goals.  The Funding Task Force, the other entity 

proposed by the Cultural Plan, has not been created as of 2010. 

 The Cultural Alliance developed an Operations Plan in 2004 that distinguished 

required responsibilities, pro-active responsibilities, and long-term goals.  As of 2010, the 

Cultural Alliance has not conducted a formal assessment of the implementation these 

goal benchmarks.  According to Buddy Palmer, director of the Cultural Alliance, the 

organization has been actively working to implement goals detailed in the Cultural Plan 

of Greater Birmingham (personal communication, March 24, 2010). 

 In addition to weak implementation due largely to public funding cuts, the plan’s 

analysis of the Birmingham arts and cultural sector has two primary limitations.  First of 

all, the plan fails to break down this “cultural sector” into its various components—such 

as music, visual arts, etc--so to perform a deeper analysis and inventory of the sector’s 

subcategories.  Therefore, the plan provides no insight into the strengths and weaknesses 

and particular needs of the various arts categories in Greater Birmingham. 

 Furthermore, in the plan’s attempt to assess the Greater Birmingham Area, it fails 

to focus on the City of Birmingham analyze how the cultural sector may differ in the 

various cities comprising this area.  Later in this chapter, I will focus on the different 

categories of the arts sector in the City of Birmingham, so to gain a deeper analysis of 

each of these subsectors in the cultural center of this Greater Birmingham Area. 
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 Strengths of the Cultural Plan of Birmingham are that, through an extensive 

research and community engagement process, the plan presents insightful information on 

arts and cultural sector and tailors its goals and strategies for cultural development to 

Birmingham’s specific needs and attributes.  As detailed in Chapter 2, tailoring cultural 

development plans to the local market is critical in cultural development.  Significant 

findings revealed by the cultural plan are the demand for arts and cultural activities and 

education in both central Birmingham and other neighborhood centers.  The research 

findings reveal that Birmingham has an untapped demand for arts and cultural activity, 

thus supporting my proposal that arts and cultural development could be economically 

beneficial for the city. 

 Additionally, a Cultural plan goal is to “use vacant downtown spaces throughout 

the region for a range of culturally-oriented purposes, both temporary and permanent” 

(Wolf, Keens & Company, 2002, p. vi).  This is the very arts-based adaptive reuse 

illustrated in case studies and research in Chapter 2.  As stressed in Chapter 2, locating 

artists’ centers in vacant buildings can improve artists careers though providing 

educational opportunities, creative innovation, technique training, community building, 

increased audiences, marketing opportunities, crossover, and visibility (Markusen & 

Johnson, 2006).  In other words, the assets of artists’ centers help artists produce better 

quality work and increase their income.  Because of this, adaptive reuse of vacant 

buildings in downtown Birmingham could help nourish, attract, and retain artists in the 

region.  In turn, development of the arts community, as explored in Chapter 2, could 
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provide economic development, urban revitalization, and community building in 

Birmingham (Markusen & Johnson, 2006). 

 

 

The Birmingham City Center Master Plan Update   

 The Birmingham City Center Master Plan Update, prepared for the City of 

Birmingham by Urban Design Associates in October 2004, proposed four city center 

initiative areas: Civil Rights District, Technology and Cultural District, Loft/Design 

District, and Civic Center District.  In this subsection, I highlight the main aspects of 

these city center initiatives as they pertain to arts and cultural development. 

The plan proposes mixed-use development for the Civil Rights District that 

includes Civil Rights Institute, 16th street Baptist Church, Kelly Ingram Park, the Carver 

Theatre/Alabama Jazz Hall of Fame, the Gaston Motel, and the historic Black Fourth 

Avenue Business District.   

The focal piece of the Technology and Cultural District is The Railroad 

Reservation Park.  Design of this park is focused on reconnecting the district and serving 

as the seam between the north side of the tracks, comprised of the Entrepreneurial 

District and emerging Theatre District, and the south side of the tracks, a large 

underutilized warehouse district.  The Plan envisions this park as a symbol of the 

industrial history of Birmingham and its rebirth in the New Economy.  A major aspect of 

this district is the University of Alabama at Birmingham (UAB) and the UAB Medical 

Center, which have transformed Birmingham into one of the major biotechnology centers 
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in the country.  The density of this district is proposed to be much higher than the Civil 

Rights District. 

 Third Avenue and 4th Avenue North comprise the Theatre District, including the 

Alabama Theatre, Carver Theatre/Jazz Hall of Fame, Lyric Theater, and McWane 

Science Center.  The plan proposes new restaurants, shops, and an art cinema multiplex 

in order to revitalize this 4th avenue retail district.  Seventeenth Street is a protected view 

corridor south to the restored Vulcan Statue on Red Mountain.  Development in this 

theatre district, therefore, must not exceed a building height that blocks this view-shed. 

 The Loft/Design District, centered between 20th and 26th Streets and 1st Avenue 

and Morris Avenue, has been growing a vibrant loft and retail district over the past few 

years.   Design and architectural firms have begun to renovate old industrial buildings 

along 1st Avenue and Powell Avenue. This design area is a nice extension of the gallery 

and design center of the Lakeview District to the southeast.  The plan proposes continued 

renovation of old buildings and infill in this area for housing and design firms. 

 The Civic Center District is located in North Birmingham near The Birmingham 

Museum of Art and Birmingham Jefferson Civic Center.  Both the museum and civic 

center have current plans for expansion.  To better connect these entities and make a true 

Civic Center District, the plan proposes to put the Highway I20/I-50 Viaduct 

underground for the blocks where it separates the Birmingham Museum of Art and 

BJCC.  An expanded Civic Center District is posed as a good opportunity to capture 

tourist spending. 
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 It is critical to understand the overall Birmingham Master Plan when proposing an 

adaptive-reuse project so to ensure that the project is compliant with the vision for the 

development of the city.  While the plan maps overall districts slated for development 

and image-branding in Birmingham, the only area designated for the cultural sector 

specifically is the Theatre District.  In the following section, I will map the existing arts-

related establishments, using GIS geocoding, so to assess any spatial trends in the various 

arts sectors in the City of Birmingham.  Analyzing spatial trends is important because, as 

stated in Chapter 2, geographic clustering is a very important aspect of a strong and 

productive arts and cultural sector (Schoels, 2006).  Therefore, mapping the spatial layout 

of the arts and cultural sector can inform location of new arts and cultural entities so to 

maximize the artistic and economic benefits associated with clustering. 

 

ARTS SUBSECTOR NEEDS AND ASSETS 

 

  Based on the Cultural Plan of Greater Birmingham and informational 

information, I was able to identify several needs and assets of the overall arts and cultural 

sector.  In this section, I develop a more nuanced assessment through an analysis of the 

arts subsectors in the City of Birmingham proper, specifically visual arts (including 

painting and sculpture), photography, film, music, theatre, dance, and writing.  Though 

occupations in design and architecture are often considered components of the arts sector, 

I have chosen to focus on the fine arts divisions of the arts sector.  Performing arts venues 
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and organizations are those that serve music, theatre, and dance.  Also, the section “multi-

arts” refers to entities that serve multiple subsectors of the arts. 

 In this section, I present an inventory of each subsector’s existing associated 

companies, suppliers, schools, and venues; map and document any location trends within 

each subsector using a GIS geocoding; and asses the specific needs associated with the 

subsectors.  I developed a list of inventory of entities that directly support the 

aforementioned arts sector through various techniques of internet research.  These 

techniques included utilizing inventory listings on various Birmingham and Alabama 

based arts and cultural websites, Google searches using subsector key words, and 

utilizing Google maps of City of Birmingham to identify businesses.  This inventory list 

is located in Appendix B.  While creating this list of the arts sector inventory in 

Birmingham, I compiled all of the various entities’ addresses into an excel spreadsheet.  

Then, using GIS, I mapped all of these addresses through a process called geocoding so 

to analyze any spatial trends in the arts sector.  Using the arts sector inventory, GIS data, 

and qualitative information derived from extensive interviews, I analyze each subsector’s 

assets, needs, and potential location trends. 

I faced a number of limitations as I compiled this detailed list of the arts sector in 

Birmingham.  First of all, there may be organizations or companies that I was not able to 

locate because they lack Internet presence.  Secondly, I was unable to identify private arts 

studios that are not listed publically.  Third, I do not list all the individuals in 

Birmingham who work as artists.  Also, it is important to note that I altered the program 

names in the arts schools so that the programs clearly into the various subsector 
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categories.  The names of the programs may vary slightly from the titles of these 

subcategories.  While my list is rather comprehensive and extensive, there are likely other 

organizations that I have not discovered.  

Additionally, I faced limitations in mapping the locations of these establishments. 

First, some organizations that support arts in Birmingham are actually not located in the 

city of Birmingham.  Second, some performance companies that perform in the City of 

Birmingham either do not have an office in the City of Birmingham or have an office 

outside the city.  These companies have not been not included in the GIS mapping.  

Third, the geocoding map does not display the college arts sector programs.  And finally, 

some festivals take place in more venues than sited by the geolocator.  

Spatial Distribution of Arts Sector 

Figure 14 displays the spatial distribution of the arts sector in Birmingham 

including multi-arts, visual arts, dance, music, theatre, film, photography, performing 

arts, and writing.  The majority of arts organizations in the City of Birmingham are 

located in the central city, and the primary cluster of arts organizations is in the Northeast 

section of downtown Birmingham.  Other smaller clusters exist in the Southside, 

Lakeview, and Forest Park neighborhoods, just outside of Birmingham’s central business 

district.  As noted in Chatper 2, spatial clustering of arts and cultural industries can 

increase the innovation and production, thus enhancing the economic benefits of the arts 

sector (Schoels, 2006).  In order to maximize the effects of clustering, arts development 

in Birmingham would be best located near these arts clusters.  
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Figure 14: Arts organizations, businesses, and venues in Birmingham, Alabama 

Multi-Arts 

 The Multi-Arts entities are the miscellaneous arts organizations that support a 

variety of arts subsectors.  In the City of Birmingham, the Multi-Arts subsector includes 

an arts advocacy group, three entertainment lawyers, and several funding and 

promotional organizations.  Media outlets for arts promotion include three newspapers, 

one publication, and one radio station.  Additionally, there are at least 5 different multi-
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arts festivals that occur in downtown Birmingham.  These multi-arts organizations and 

festivals are listed in Appendix B. 

Many of the arts promotional organization and resources are clustered in the 

northeast section of the downtown central business district (see Figure 14).  The 

organizations within the northeastern quadrant lie roughly between the eastern boundary 

of Red Mountain Expressway, the Northern boundary of 8th Avenue North (with the 

exception of the BJCC), the western boundary of 17th St, and the southern boundary of 

the railroad (or 1st Avenue North).  To enhance the effects of clustering, multi-arts 

organizations would be best located in the northeast quadrant of downtown Birmingham. 

As noted by the Cultural Plan of Greater Birmingham, the primary needs for the 

multi-arts sector are increased funding and the empowerment of arts organizations.  More 

specifically, the multi-arts sector would benefit from empowerment of the Cultural 

Alliance in its efforts to champion and develop Birmingham’s arts and cultural sector as a 

whole. 

Visual Arts 

 The visual arts subsector, including art forms like painting, conceptual art, and 

sculpture, is a rather large component of Birmingham’s arts sector.  There are several 

galleries and three museums that display visual art.  In addition to these opportunities to 

show work, there are several visual arts classes available to youth and adults as well as 

one high school-level and three college-level visual arts programs.  Visual arts resources 

include one supply store, two framing stores, and several visual arts promotional 
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organizations.  I was only able to identify a handful of visual arts studios located in the 

city of Birmingham.   

 There are some loose clusters of these visual arts organizations in the northeast 

quadrant of the CBD and in the Forest Park and Highland Avenue area.  However, there 

is not a distinctive spatial pattern to the visual arts subsector. 

 This inventory along with interview information indicates that Birmingham’s 

visual arts subsector is relatively strong, and, if nourished, could serve as a thriving 

aspect of the arts in Birmingham.  The primary needs for the visual arts sector is for non-

profit art galleries and studio workspace.  Non-profit art galleries receive a much smaller 

percentage of artist sales than for-profit galleries’ typical 50% charge on sales.  Nonprofit 

galleries are also much more supportive of allowing unconventional and conceptual art 

displays that are not created to be sold (Sara Cannon, personal communication, March 24, 

2010).  

 In addition to few non-profit galleries, there are only two buildings in 

Birmingham that offer workspace for visual artists. Use of the many vacant buildings in 

downtown Birmingham for visual arts studio space could serve a very important need of 

this subsector.  This type of arts-incubation is particularly important for lower income, 

younger artists (David Fleming, personal communication, March 24, 2010). 

Photography 

 There are several photography studios in downtown Birmingham.  It appears that 

a lot of the photography in Birmingham is oriented toward commercial photography 

rather than gallery display or sales in arts markets. The photography subsector display a 
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strong spatial pattern, though, like other arts organizations, many photography entities are 

located in the northeast quadrant of the CBD and in the Highland Avenue and Forest Park 

area. 

 Despite several studios, there is no printing store within the Birmingham city 

limits that provides professional quality photo printing and camera equipment.  The only 

printing and equipment stores located in Birmingham are chains like Walgreens. 

The photography subsector could definitely benefit from central, professional printing 

options.   

Film 

 Except for a few production companies, three film festivals, and two promotional 

organizations, the film industry in Birmingham is rather weak.  Most of the film 

organizations are located in the northeast quadrant of Birmingham’s CBD.  But, due to 

the limited number of film related sites, the spatial pattern is, by no means, distinctive. 

 One of the major weaknesses of the film sector in Birmingham is that there is no 

operating movie theatre, corporate or independent, in the entire city.   This glaring 

weakness not only stifles the ability of local independent film makers to gain exposure, 

but also prevents the Birmingham public from staying connected to work of the film 

industry as a whole, both international and national.   Furthermore, there are no 

independent video stores in Birmingham or the Greater Birmingham Area.  City of 

Birmingham residents have access to videos only through Blockbuster Video and 

Hollywood Video, located in Irondale (far East) and West End.  In order for Birmingham 

to serve as a true arts hub for the Greater Birmingham Area and the State of Alabama, it 
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needs a movie theatre, preferably independent, and would also benefit independent movie 

store with an extensive rental collection.  These film amenities would help cinema serve 

as an enriching and important aspect of cultural life in Birmingham.  Rich cultural life, 

then, could support quality of life, revitalization, and, ultimately, economic development, 

in the City of Birmingham. 

Music 

 Music is another strong subsector of Birmingham’s arts sector.  The city has 

several music classes, schools, and equipment stores. In addition to a plethora of diverse 

music venues, Birmingham has numerous local bands (not listed here) as well as eight 

different chamber, choir, or opera performance groups.  There are ten different recording 

studios, five different music festivals, two record labels, and two record stores.  Eight 

music promotion companies and three funding organizations support the music subsector 

of Birmingham, as well. 

 There are no distinct spatial patterns of the music sector.  Lakeview and the 5pts 

South Area of Birmingham display some clusters of venues; however, it is important to 

note that these venues are primarily bars, and many (if not most) of the musical acts 

booked at these locations are cover bands. 

 There is clearly a lot of musical activity in Birmingham; however, there are no 

places in the city that provide practice spaces for musicians.  In order to support the 

growth of this sector, creation of a building for music practice space rental would greatly 

benefit the music sector in the city. 
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Theatre 

 Birmingham’s theatre inventory in Birmingham includes nine different theatre 

companies, four theatre venues, and three promotional entities.  Other venues for theatre 

performance are listed in the subsequent performing arts inventory.  Academic theatre 

programs in Birmingham include three college-level and one high-school level program.  

There is no spatial pattern to the theatre sector. 

 Some of the community theatre organizations in Birmingham do not actually have 

physical practice or performance space.  Instead, the companies utilize Birmingham’s 

performing arts venues listed later.  The theatre sector could benefit from more spaces to 

practice and perform.  Additionally, cultural life would be enriched in Birmingham if the 

theatre sector offered more educational theatre classes to both youth and adults. 

Dance 

 Birmingham’s dance sector, though small, is rather diverse.  Twelve different 

dance companies and associations offer dance classes in the city.  These classes range 

from ballet to African to Zydeco to belly dance.  Dance performances in Birmingham are 

held at performing arts venues and a dance specific venue throughout the year and during 

Birmingham’s two dance festivals. 

 Again, there is no spatial pattern to the dance sector.  Three dance studios, Belly 

Dance with Nura, Irene Rimer Dance, and Fred Astaire Dance Studio are located on the 5 

Pts. South area of Southside.  

 There is a major need for youth dance classes in the City of Birmingham. The 

Children’s Dance Foundation, located in Homewood is a major center for youth classes.  
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This center, along with several other suburban city dance studios, effectively provides the 

suburban youth population with opportunities in dance.  However, there are very limited 

to no youth dance class offerings to Birmingham inner city youth.  Dance classes for 

inner city youth is a very specific need for the City of Birmingham.  Also, a centrally 

located studio space available to rent for a minimal price would enable dance classes and 

troops to grow and develop.  The growth in this arts sector, then, could help enrich the 

cultural life and opportunities to Birmingham adults and youth. 

Performing Arts 

 As noted, the performing arts venues and organizations serve the dance, music, 

and theatre sectors.  There are several performing arts venues in Birmingham.  The 

Alabama and Carver Theatres are both beautiful and well maintained historic venues in 

the city.  The Alys Stephens Center, a new and state-of-the-art performing arts venue, 

draws cultural touring acts from all over the world.  Though these performing arts venues 

and organizations lack a spatial pattern, important to note that the Master Plan Update by 

the City of Birmingham designated a Theatre District along 4th Ave North. 

 My recommendation for the performing arts sector is to further develop a diverse 

inventory of high-quality cultural spaces.  The Cultural Plan of Greater Birmingham 

provided several suggested strategies on ways to develop Birmingham’s performing arts 

facilities.  These suggestions include developing a Community Cultural Center on the site 

of Boutwell Municipal Auditorium; renovating the Lyric Theatre; coordinating 

development and management of the Alabama, the Carver, and a renovated Lyric; 

fostering the development of an educationally oriented performance space for the 
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Alabama School of Fine Arts; and developing “niche” performance venues based on 

market demand (Wolf, Keens & Company, 2002).  These facility developments are 

important ways to develop performing arts in Birmingham. 

Creative Writing 

 The creative writing sector, comprised of only 5 different writing-based entities, 

as no distinct location trends.  The writing subsector in Birmingham could benefit from 

creative writing courses for the public and additional local publication options. 
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Chapter 5: Recommendation for Arts Sector in Birmingham:  

Non-Profit Arts Center 
 

 

Based on my subsector inventory analysis, the goals expressed in the Cultural 

Plan, and interview information, my primary recommendation for fulfilling the needs of 

the arts sector in Birmingham is adaptive-reuse development of one or more buildings for 

a non-profit arts center(s).  According to the interviewees, there is a major need for 

affordable work, display, performance for all arts sectors in Birmingham.  A non-profit 

arts center could serve affordable spatial needs, while revitalizing of one of the many 

vacant buildings in Birmingham.  The center could also encourage and support 

innovation, crossover, visibility, entrepreneurial work, and community building for 

artists.  As suggested by the research discussed in Chapter 2, these aspects are critical for 

enhancing and strengthening Birmingham’s arts sector, especially through providing 

affordable and safe spaces for younger artists with lower incomes. 

Markusen cites that spaced dedicated to arts, such as “artists’ centers, live/work 

and studio buildings, and smaller performing arts spaces, provide artists with live/work 

networks and access with they would not otherwise have.  These spaces contribute to the 

artistic pool by home-growing local artists as well as by attracting and retaining them in 

the regional economy.” (Markusen, 2006, 1922) These centers help foster better quality 

work and encourage artistic careers, and an offer an ongoing forum “for the evolution and 

sharing of political views and practice on the part of artists” (Markusen, 2006, p. 1933).  
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Additionally, Markusen stresses that arts centers support a need presented by 

interviewees: visibility of the arts sector.  

 Based on information in Chapter 5, I recommend that this arts-center be 

structured as a non-profit organization.  Additionally, like those in Lowertown, a 

collective structure of this non-profit arts center could help enhance benefits such as 

crossover, networking, innovation, and community building.  Spaces in such an arts 

center could offer individual workspace, shared workspace and tools, live/work space, 

organizational spaces, performing arts practice and performance spaces, gallery spaces, 

and program rooms.  According to interviews, studio workspace is more viable, needed, 

and preferred than live/workspaces.  The work and display spaces could be more 

efficiently used if designed in a collective format, where artists share space and 

resources.  In creating shared spaces, it is important to be aware of usage-constraints 

associated with different art forms.  Certain art forms should not, on a practical level, 

share studio space. 

 Programming for a non-profit arts center could include workshops, arts classes, 

galleries showings, and entrepreneurial training.  Art classes and art showing would 

provide artists with an opportunity to make money and develop arts appreciation in 

Birmingham.  In a non-profit arts gallery, artists make much more profit on their work, as 

for-profit arts galleries typically take 50% of work sale price.  This is one of the reasons 

why a non-profit structure is important for supporting the arts sector. 

 Hosting development courses in program rooms could provide important career 

enhancing opportunities for artists.  For example hosting a writing workshop in the arts 
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center could provide writers with an opportunity to network, improve their writing skills, 

and identify available resources.  Additionally, because many artists lack business and 

financial skills, it would be helpful to host business and entrepreneurial training sessions 

for artists.  Funding for a program like this might be obtained through grants, corporate 

sponsorship, or public funding for local economic development.  Organizations that may 

be able to provide this service and training for free or minimal cost include Operation 

New Birmingham, Mainstreet Birmingham, Catalyst for Birmingham, or members of the 

Innovation Depot.  Karen Cucinotta also suggested that involving UAB in programming 

for the non-profit arts center could open up a wealth of resources and opportunities 

(personal communication, March 26, 2010). 

Markusen advocates for milieu-based arts centers so that artists are more able to 

target specific audiences, access mentoring and milieu networks, and to share resources 

through special configurations.  Benefits of a multidisciplinary arts center, on the other 

hand, might include cross-fertilization, broad networking, and innovation.  Determining 

whether the non-profit arts center will be milieu-specific or multidisciplinary should be 

based on arts center goals, building size, the number of buildings slated for development, 

and building layout. 

Based on the value of visibility, clustering, and characteristics of artist, this arts 

center would be best located in central Birmingham, especially the northeast quadrant.  

Downtown Birmingham is an appropriate location because for this center because artists 

gravitate toward central urban neighborhoods (Lloyd, 2002; 2004).  Also, based on my 

spatial analysis, almost all of the arts and cultural inventory is located in central 
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Birmingham.  Locating an arts center in this area will help maximize the productive 

clustering effects of cultural industries.   Also, having an active artist center in central 

Birmingham can increase the visibility of artistic activity, which, as noted by Markusen, 

increases spending patterns that patronize artists and arts events (2006).  I will explore 

location of this arts center more thoroughly in Chapter 5. 

 A non-profit arts center would not only serve the needs of the arts sector, but also 

meet the cultural demands in Birmingham.  The Cultural Plan highlighted that, not only is 

there an above average demand for arts events, there is actually an even higher demand 

among African Americans.  Having artists centers located in central Birmingham, an area 

populated by majority African Americans, could help meet and grow the demand for art 

among the Birmingham population.   

Interviewees communicated the need and importance for the arts sector to become 

more visible, community centered, and social.  Through increasing opportunities for the 

general public to interact with art and artists, the appreciation and value of arts in the 

Birmingham community will likely be increased.  Increased appreciation leads to 

increased patronage, funding, and community support of the arts.  It is critical that this 

arts center, therefore, is visible and built into the community fabric of Birmingham.  This 

will help build not only the arts community, but also, the central Birmingham community 

as a whole. 

 The development of an arts center in one or more buildings in Birmingham would 

help support and grow the arts community in an extraordinary way, which, in turn, would 

benefit the redevelopment, repopulation, vibrancy, and economy of the City of 
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Birmingham.  In this way, Birmingham could better serve as the true regional hub for arts 

in Alabama.  In addition to this arts center, the development of a movie theatre, 

preferably in the 4th Avenue Theatre district, could dramatically improve the cultural 

quality of life for Birmingham residents who lack access to cinema.  The following 

chapter presents a list of various vacant properties in Birmingham, analysis of property 

selection for an artist center, and various funding strategies for an arts-based adaptive 

reuse project. 
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Chapter 6:  

Building Assessment and Finance for Arts-Based Development 
 
 
 
INTRODUCTION, METHODOLOGY AND LIMITATIONS 

 

 In this chapter, I outline selection strategies for identifying the most appropriate 

buildings for arts-based adaptive reuse development in Birmingham.  I identify vacant or 

available buildings in downtown Birmingham, discuss the considerations and criteria for 

building selection, and enumerate possible approaches for financing development. 

 In order to locate vacant or available buildings in downtown Birmingham, I 

utilized Operation New Birmingham’s available building listing: 

http://www.yourcitycenter.com/ManageBuildings.aspx.  Through contacting the seller or 

leasing agents of the buildings listed by Operation New Birmingham, I amended and 

expanded on this building spreadsheet on over 100 buildings.  This spreadsheet, available 

in Appendix C, provides the following information on vacant or available buildings in 

downtown Birmingham: building name, street number, address, number of floors, type of 

building, for sale?, for lease?, location area and district, building status, parking details, 

historic tax credit qualified?, seller, seller contact, square feet, sales rate, lease rate, and 

additional notes.  

 It is important to note that this building list may be slightly outdated and 

incomplete.  One realtor indicated that Operation New Birmingham fails to keep this 

building inventory list current.  In order to verify the availability of these buildings, one 
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must contact the seller directly.  Furthermore, in order to identify available buildings that 

may not be included on this list, it is important to research the various downtown realtors’ 

websites.  Also, physically walking or driving around Birmingham’s city center is one of 

the best ways to identify available spaces that may not have been identified by Operation 

New Birmingham.  Due to time and geographic constraints, I was unable verify building 

availability, research realtors’ website or physically walk around Birmingham so to 

develop a more comprehensive and current list. 

 In this Chapter, I draw on five, one-hour interviews with Karen Cucinotta, Sara 

Cannon, Buddy Palmer, Alan Hunter, and David Fleming.  These interviewees, as 

detailed in Chapter 4, provided insight for building selection for arts-based reuse 

development in Birmingham. 

 In the following section, I explore the various criteria and considerations to 

inform selection of the best building for arts-based adaptive reuse projects.  If a developer 

chooses to develop a building for arts-based uses in Birmingham, he/she will need to 

weigh out all of these criteria in tandem, informed by usage intentions, so to select the 

best building for development.  I focus specifically on the following criteria: location, 

square footage, type, attributes, status, access, and owner.  I close the chapter by 

presenting strategies for financing adaptive reuse of an arts center in Birmingham. 
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BUILDING SELECTION 

 

Location 

 An arts based adaptive reuse project will be most successful and effective if the 

building is located in the central business district (CBD) of downtown Birmingham 

because of building stock, centrality, spatial clustering, visibility, and current 

revitalization efforts. Despite its economic and population decline, Birmingham remains 

the hub and center of the Greater Birmingham area and possesses a wealth of vacant 

building stock that is both historic and beautiful.  By locating the project centrally, the 

arts sector has the potential to play an important role in city center revitalization and 

economic development.   

 Additionally, according to literature, clustering art uses near each other and near 

arts related resources is an important aspect of a growing cultural sector (Schoels, 2006).  

Therefore, given that the majority of Birmingham’s arts and cultural institutions are 

located in downtown, the success of an arts-based development will be higher if the 

adaptive reuse project is located in central Birmingham.   Also, because visibility and 

community presence is a really important aspect in the success of an arts center and 

career of artists, it is important to locate the arts center in downtown Birmingham areas 

with the most population and traffic. 

 Finally, positioning an arts-based adaptive reuse projects in areas where 

revitalization and redevelopment are already occurring can contribute to the success of 

the project.  These redeveloping nodes are areas with specific public plans and 
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investment in place, independent business openings, or other development plans.  

Locating an arts-based adaptive reuse project in these areas of bubbling activity can help 

the adaptive reuse project in securing finances for redevelopment, increase visibility and 

business for the arts community, improve access to resources, and increase the 

revitalization of vacant areas in the city. 

 The principal zone in downtown Birmingham comprised of old building stock and 

redevelopment activity is located centrally between 4th Avenue South to 4th Avenue North 

and between 17th Street West and 24th Street East (B. Palmer, personal communication, 

March 24, 2010).  More specifically, areas within this central zone where real estate 

investment is occurring include Morris Avenue, 2nd Avenue North, and the Railroad 

Reservation Park (along 1st Avenue South, between 14th).  Areas with real estate 

investment activity outside of that most central region, but still downtown, include Dr. 

Pepper Place, Lakeview, and 5 Points South.  Because increased investment and activity 

is already occurring in these areas, locating arts-based adaptive reuse development may 

result in the aforementioned financial investment and sector visibility benefits. 

 Arts-based adaptive reuse in areas of current reinvestment, however, can have 

much higher upfront building costs than locating a similar project in a more vacant, or 

seedy area lacking investment.  As Alan Hunter explains, if Birmingham were a more 

progressive city, then artists could pioneer less populated and more dilapidated areas of 

town.  But given that Birmingham has such a conservative climate where it is a challenge 

to bring people to the downtown from suburbs, it is actually quite important for the 

success of arts organizations to be located in areas of revitalization because people feel 
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more comfortable and safe going to these places (Hunter, personal communication, April 

2, 2010). 

 Gaining further insight into the population and investment activities surrounding a 

particular available building in downtown Birmingham would involve visual surveys and 

suitability analysis of the streetscape, block, and surrounding buildings.  Suitability 

analysis and visual surveys could assess crime and safety, proximity to retail, use 

composition of neighboring buildings, foot traffic rates, parking availability, and car 

traffic counts of the immediate area surrounding each potential building.  After narrowing 

down building selection for an adaptive re-use project through a suitability analysis and 

visual surveys, the best location of the arts center might be identified. 

Size 

 Determining how many square feet is required for an arts-based adaptive reuse 

development depends on the usage and goals of the project.  The developer will need to 

develop a metric for determining an estimate for the necessary square footage to fulfill 

the project’s proposed uses.  In doing so, the developer must determine the size and scale 

of the development’s various uses.  For example, if a developer would like to provide 

studio space for visual artists, he/she must determine how many studios the development 

should provide and the minimum size of these studio spaces.   

 Square footage will be also be informed by whether the spaces in the arts building 

will be shared or individual. Determining the layout and mix of individual spaces verses 

shared spaces will be informed by different constraints, depending on the different needs 

of the artists. For example, a potter cannot share a studio with a painter because dust 
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particles would get in the paint.  In the case of performing arts venues, square footage 

will be informed by stage size and how many spectators the venue hopes to 

accommodate.  Therefore, in determining an estimate square feet for an arts based 

development project, the developer must first develop a vision for the purpose and uses 

of the center.  Obviously, the ideal number of building stories will be based on how many 

stories fulfill the proposed square footage and usage proposals.  

 Here are some general, rough guidelines for square footage of various uses: 

Table 8: Guidelines for square footage requirements in different art spaces 

Space type Reference Square footage 
Visual Artist Studio Sara Cannon, David 

Fleming 
100-224 sf 

Dance Studio Umdabu Dance Company, 
Children Dance Theatre 

400-1600 sf 
(Larger is more ideal) 

Music Practice Space Music Lab 238-770 sf 
Theatre Practice 
Space/Performance Stage 

Virginia Samford Theatre 850 sf 
(small to medium sized 
stage) 

Stage for Bands Bottletree and other venues 80-256 sf 
Seating for audience Virginia Samford Theatre 10,000 sf 

(for seating 323 people) 
Standing area for audience Bottletree 1,000 sf 

(250 standing people) 
(Or, rule of thumb is 3 sf 
per person) 

 
 In determining square footage needs in building selection, it is important to note 

that artists will likely be flexible with their studio size requirements due to their serious 

need for workspace.  In fact, with visual artists, the space available to them might 

actually inform the art they produce.  As Karen Cucinotta said, “I can think of almost 

nothing that would prevent artists from [accepting a studio space]…the more limitations 
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the more interesting… [Challenges of space] is something artists love… these are people 

who exercise their imagination more than most people” (personal communication, March 

24, 2010).  This information means that development of a particular arts project will not 

have to strictly adhere to a needed square-footage estimate.   

Type 

 “Building type” categorizations indicate a building’s most recent property use.  

The different property uses indicate the way a building is spatially divided.  These uses 

and spatial layouts, however, are not binding and can be altered.  Changing floor plans, 

though, requires investment.  Therefore, selecting a building type that will best serve the 

building’s intended arts use is an important cost and time saving strategy. 

 The following information, according to ONB, provides a sketch of the set up of 

each building type: (A. Scotland, personal communication, March 26, 2010).  

• Mixed Use:  allows more than one type of use in a building.  For example, a 

combination of residential, commercial, office, institutional, etc.   

o A mixed use building would probably best serve the creation of a arts 

center that served several purposes including floor level gallery or class 

space, studio spaces, office space for nonprofits, and workshop rooms.  A 

mixed-use building could be also appropriate for including live/work 

spaces into an arts development. 

• Office: a room or set of rooms in which business, professional duties, clerical 

work, etc, are carried out; however, the property could be modified for other uses. 

• Office/Condo: a suite or office condo in a multi-tenant building 
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o Office and office/condo buildings may be good for an arts center 

composed of several shared and individual studio spaces.  Office/condo 

buildings provide more opportunity for live/work space development. 

• Restaurant:  building already has kitchen and necessary setup for restaurant use.  

o A restaurant set up would not be best use for arts spaces.  A building 

designed to be an arts center, however, might rent out restaurant space 

so to encourage activity and visibility around the center. 

• Retail:  building has open area accessible to customers that can be used for sales 

by a retail operation 

o Open retail spaces may serve as gallery spaces, smaller performing arts 

venues, or spaces for arts classes and workshops. 

• Warehouse:  large open space typically used for storage 

• Office/Warehouse:  a warehouse space with a small office area included 

o Warehouses could be useful for creating large performing arts venues.  

Furthermore, because warehouses often have high ceilings, theses 

buildings can provide space where artists can build and display large 

work. 

• Loft: large unpartitioned upper level space that can be used for residential, retail 

or office use 

o A loft space could be appropriate for a shared, collective art studio. 
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Building Attributes 

 All buildings legally in use must meet health and safety codes developed by the 

City of Birmingham.  The physical state of the building will inform costs of meeting 

these codes.  Buildings in a greater state of deterioration and disrepair will require 

additional up-front costs of code retrofitting.  

 Electricity and water, however, are the primary spatial requirements for artists.  

Other building details that may benefit artists are high ceilings, natural lighting, elevators, 

loading docks, and hardwood floors.  High ceilings can be extremely beneficial for 

performing arts groups, conceptual artists, woodworkers, blacksmiths, sculptors, and 

even painters.  High ceilings enable these artists to work on vertical, large pieces. 

Also, availability of windows and natural lighting is very beneficial to visual artists. 

 In multi level buildings, elevators support artists in loading and unloading heavy 

equipment or works.  If a multi-floor building is converted into practice spaces for 

musicians, elevators may be particularly important for enabling the musicians to transport 

heavy gear to practice spaces.  A loading dock or a large loading door would also serve 

artists, such as musicians, conceptual artists, sculptors, and theatre groups, who work 

with large materials or sets.  Also, artists’ studios spaces that have individual sinks are 

especially convenient for artists who use water with their particular medium. Hardwood 

floors are ideal surfaces for dance and theater rehearsal space. According to my 

interviews, artists are open to the architectural design of buildings in which they work 

and display.  Many artists would prefer beautiful and historic buildings that reflect the 
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history of Birmingham, but these preferences were relatively unimportant in the 

comparison to other needs. 

 If a building meets historic classification tax qualifications, there can be major 

financial benefits of tax breaks associated with historic building preservation.  This does 

mean, however, that the building will have to meet certain standards related to the 

historic tax classification details.  Meeting these standards—mostly related to exterior 

conditions—will likely involve additional upfront costs.  However, depending up on the 

overall physical condition of a building, the long-term financial benefits of owning 

historic building can actually outweigh upfront costs of meeting standards.  Furthermore, 

historically classified-buildings may qualify for grant money that newer buildings would 

not. 

 While high ceilings, natural lighting, elevators, loading docs, hardwood floors, 

and beautiful historic buildings are ideal work spaces for artists, the only necessary 

details are that the building meets health and safety codes and provides water and 

electricity.  Artists are flexible with their workspace due to their creativity and severe 

need for affordable space.  As Karen Cucinotta stated, “beggars can’t be choosers!” 

(personal communication, March 24, 2010).   

Available Vs Vacant  

 According to ONB, buildings classified as “available” are ready to use.  This 

means that purchasing an available building will require no up-front costs before the 

owner is able to lease building space to tenant artists.  Therefore, turnaround time from 

building purchase to tenant in-fill can be very fast for these “available” buildings.  
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“Available” buildings, however, may be partially in use.  Developers, therefore, must be 

sure to research available building prospects to learn how much actual purchase or 

rentable space may be available.  It is ideal for an arts-development to involve an entire 

building so to maximize the arts benefits, community potential, and investment strategy. 

 “Vacant” buildings, on the other hand, are deserted properties that may need 

renovations to make them move-in ready.  Because these properties may need renovation 

work, turnaround time for leasing and up-front investment costs will be longer than for 

available buildings.  On the other hand, there may be some major financial benefits to 

leasing or purchasing a vacant building, as the building owner may be willing to create a 

sale-price deal in order to begin gaining income on the property.  The other benefit of 

vacant buildings is that the developer can be sure to own the entire building. 

Access 

 On-site parking, which may entail an attached parking deck or surface parking lot, 

is preferred for building selection.  This parking, of course, will make load-in for artists 

much easier.  Additionally, because it can improve perception of convenience and safety, 

on site might draw more visitors to attend art openings.  On site parking, however, comes 

with a price tag.  Most artists would opt for lower rent prices over the convenience of on-

site parking.   Affordability is the main priority for an arts-based project.  Remote parking 

would involve utilizing other public parking lots or on street parking.  Currently, because 

downtown Birmingham is not that populated, parking is not a major problem.  However, 

if Birmingham continues to be revitalized, especially through an arts-based development 

project, the access to parking would likely become a problem. 
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 Improved public transportation, of course, could help minimize the challenges of 

parking in downtown and promote activity in a centrally located arts-based development.  

As Alan Hunter pointed out, however, “you can’t put the cart before the horse.”  That is, 

people have to be actively going downtown and using downtown spaces before the 

necessary ridership justifies public transportation investment.  This highlights the 

transportation issues in Birmingham that are far beyond the scope of this paper. 

Owner 

 The ideal building owner to purchase or lease from would be amenable to cultural 

development and supportive of the arts.  If a building owner leases a building to an arts 

center, it is important that the building owner is flexible with potential changes in spatial 

layout.  The ideal building owner, also, would be interested in gaining income from 

his/her vacant building without significant investment or management costs.  In this case, 

an nonprofit arts center, capable of building management and improvement, may be able 

to get a financial break for purchasing or leasing the building. 

 

BUILDING FINANCE 

 

 According to David Fleming, the best way to structure a deal for purchase or lease 

is for the arts-center to be established as a non-profit before signing a deal (personal 

communication, March 24, 2010).  This is because a non-profit has the potential to save 

on expenditures through tax breaks and reduced sales prices. 
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There are a number of factors to weigh when considering whether to develop an 

arts center through lease or purchase.  Choosing whether to purchase or lease, as David 

Fleming said, “will be based on your goals.” In a lease deal, it is important that the 

landlord is flexible with the terms of space usage so the building may be adapted to meet 

the needs of the arts center.  Creating such a flexible deal, however, is often difficult to 

negotiate.   

The benefits of leasing include little to no investment cost and fast move-in rates.  

The downside however, is that the arts organization will have less control over space and 

thus faces challenges in fulfilling its goals.  Furthermore, a lease is similar to a 

partnership; satisfying all members of the partnership is more challenging than when one 

party is in charge of managing the property.  In real estate, the rule of thumb for the 

carrying price of property, covering taxes and insurance, is $4/sf on an annual basis 

(David Fleming, personal communication, March 24, 2010).  A building owner that is 

willing to rent a building to a non-profit arts center for this minimum carrying price, 

permit flexibility in spatial development, and allow the arts nonprofit to manage the 

building, would be the ideal renting situation.  In this case, the building owner, though 

keeping the title and covering carrying costs, would practically give the lessee the 

building to manage and develop. 

 If purchasing a building for an arts project, it is critical that the project is financed 

so that the non-profit owns it with little or no debt (Fleming, personal communication, 

March 24, 2010).  Fleming stressed that in a project like this, it is important not to rely on 

the minimal tenant revenue stream for building finance.  He suggested that financing a 
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purchase of a project like this would involve blending a small amount of debt with 

charitable equity and a 20-40% occupancy income (personal communication, March 24, 

2010).  In a purchasing deal, the nonprofit will need to secure funding and financial 

revneu upfront.  In addition to financing, another challenge in purchasing a building is 

that purchase comes with much more responsibility, liability, and on-going maintenance 

costs. The benefits of ownership, however, are quite substantial.  The nonprofit would be 

able to build equity, which leads to long-term financial benefits.  The key advantage, 

when purchasing a building in order to create an arts-space, is the non profit would be 

able to configure and use the building according to its specific needs and vision. 

 It is critical to be realistic about the current economic conditions of the City of 

Birmingham: the city is cash strapped due to a declining population and tax base, and 

also because of the recent economic downturn.  There are, however, several avenues to 

explore in securing public funding for an arts center.  First and foremost, the non-profit 

developer responsible for the arts center must convince city officials (and business 

owners) that arts-development is a very important way to regenerate an area.  Lowertown 

in St. Paul, Minnesota, as presented in Chapter 2, is a prime example of the regenerative 

effects of arts-based development.  If city officials are convinced that arts development 

can lead to economic development, chances that they will financially incentivize 

development will increase. 

 The City of Birmingham could encourage investment in several ways.  First of all, 

they could lower the building code standards for these arts-based developments (Fleming, 

personal communication, March 24, 2010).  This way, financial cost of opening an arts 
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center can be minimized, making rental spaces more affordable.  Secondly, the city could 

offer tax breaks for the revitalization of vacant buildings in Birmingham, in general or 

more specifically for arts based uses.  These are the two most feasible ways the city could 

incentives redevelopment of buildings in Birmingham for arts based uses.  However, the 

city could also forgive or give back taxes for future revenue that may be generated, 

provide a low-interest loan to developers of arts-based adaptive reuse projects, or develop 

a grant program for arts redevelopment projects.  According to Fleming, however, these 

avenues of public investment are much less likely than the city providing flexibility in the 

building code and providing tax breaks.  Additional tax subsidies can be secured through 

historic tax classification credits.  The National Park Service, for example, provides 20 

percent tax credits to developments that preserve and commercially re-use historic 

buildings.  These tax breaks can make a huge difference in the financial feasibility of an 

arts-based adaptive re-use project. 

 In addition to public financing strategies, grants can be a major source of funding, 

especially if the arts center involves children through arts classes or other programs.  

Philanthropy is a critical major funding source and could be sought out through corporate 

donors or individual investors.  Additionally, adopting community partners, such as The 

Community Foundation, ONB or Mainstreet Birmingham, can be an important way to 

open up revenue streams.  Seeking out investment matching, from the city, county, and 

corporations, is another important strategy in project finance.  Finally, some revenue may 

be self-generated through arts sponsored events.  This could involve fundraisers where 

bands donate their proceeds to the arts center, or arts shows where the door price or 
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proportions of the proceeds go to the center.  As mentioned, one of the most important 

aspects of an arts center is affordability; in order to be able to finance such a project with 

little or no debt, large financial sums must be incurred. 

 Once a building has been acquired to serve artists, it is critical that rental prices in 

the building are kept affordable for this population. The six primary strategies for 

maintaining affordable rent prices for artists are: 

1. Building price: clearly, the more affordable the building, the more affordable 

artists rents will be 

2. Do the minimum:  it is important to keep financial investment low in an arts 

center project and keep building improvements and renovations minimal.  Only 

invest in building improvements and renovations that are critical for code or that 

can be covered by mostly debt-free financial investments. 

3. Sweat Equity:  involve artists in building improvements, renovations, and 

maintenance.  Create a collective clause in rent agreements that require artists to 

work on building maintenance and renovations.  Or, creative rent-break incentives 

who artists who are willing to work to maintain the building. 

4. Cooperative and shared spaces: create work, performance, practice, or display 

spaces that are shared.  For example, have one primary room for potters and 

sculptors where artists can share one kiln.  The sharing of resources and space is 

an important cost-saving strategy for artists 

5. Reduce debt: securing financial investments through grants, tax breaks, 

philanthropy, matching, and other cost saving techniques is a critical strategy in 
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financing an arts-use project with little debt.  The less debt required to secure a 

building, the easier the non-profit developer will be able to keep renting prices 

low for artists. 

6. Sliding scale rents:  consider having an income-based rental rate policy.  Some 

artists have medium to high incomes, whether from full-time jobs, savings, or 

spousal income, while other artists are living on truly low-incomes.  Creating a 

sliding scale rental policy can help equitably spread the buildings costs between 

artists. 

 Based on my interviews and my research of rental rates for arts spaces, I have 

created the following rough estimates for affordable prices.  Obviously, for music, dance, 

or theatre practice spaces, free would be ideal.   However, these rates are considered 

affordable. 

Table 9: Affordable rates for different arts spaces 
 
Use Reference Affordable Price 
Visual Arts Studio 
Space 

David Fleming, Karen 
Cucinotta, Sara Cannon 

$0-$300/month 

Live/Work Space David Fleming, Sara 
Cannon 

$400-$700/month 

Music Practice Space The Music Lab $10-$23/hour (depending on 
space and equipment) 

Dance Practice Space Umdabu Dance 
Company, Children’s 
dance theatre 

$20-$25/hour (depending 
upon space size) 

 

 Finally, it is important to account for ongoing expenses associated with 

maintaining and running an arts center.  These expenses will include mortgage or rent, 

property taxes, maintenance costs, and full-time management and programming staff.  
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The size of the staff will be based on the size and scale of the building and programming 

as well as access to captial.  Like other inputs, the fewer staff members (one or two), the 

better for maintaining affordability.  And, as mentioned earlier, it is important to involve 

the artists in maintenance and programming aspects of the building.  In this way, the 

collective model will serve as an important cost saving technique, as well as building the 

artists community network. 

It is also important to consider utilizing artists, often extremely handy, creative, 

and industrious individuals, to provide building management and improvements.  This 

way, building improvements and maintenance costs can be lowered though sweat equity, 

which in turn will lead to more affordable rental prices.  As I previously noted, all that is 

truly required in development of a building for artists is to meet city code standards and 

provide electricity in water.  (Although in the case of Les Frigos, a refrigerator warehouse 

converted into arts studio in Paris, the artists installed the water and electricity lines 

themselves!) 

 Ultimately, in selecting the best building for an arts-based adaptive reuse project, 

the developer must consider several factors in tandem, including:  usage plans, financial 

and pricing details, building location, square footage, building type, building details, 

parking, and availability.  Building selection should be determine by the combination of 

all of these factors that best serve the needs of the arts community while maintaining 

optimum affordability for both the non-profit developer and the artists. 

 The following table summarizes the criteria I have presented for building 

selection.  It indicates what to consider in the various categories, the level of importance 
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for each consideration, and potential benefits and challenges of each criterion.  Selecting 

the most appropriate building for an adaptive reuse development of non profit arts center 

should involve weighing the following considerations in tandem. 

Table 10: Criteria for building selection in arts-based adaptive reuse development in 
Birmingham 
 

Building Selection Criteria for an Arts-Based Adaptive Reuse Project in Birmingham 
 

Criterion Consideration Consideration 
Level of 
Importance  

Potential Benefits Potential 
Challenges 

Location Centrality Extreme Building Stock, 
Centrality, 
Clustering, 
Visibility  

 

Location Node of 
Revitalization 

Moderate Activity, 
Visibility, Access 
to Capitol 

Higher Purchase 
Price 

Location  Seedy Area Minimal Cheap, Intriguing 
for Artists 

Less Visibility, 
Clustering, 
Access to Capitol 
and Population 
Draw 

Square footage Project Vision Uses 
and Scale Shape 
Building Selection 

   Finding a 
Building to Fit 
Vision  

 Building Selection 
Shape Project Uses 
and Scale 

 May Limit Vision  

Square footage Shared Spaces   Less Space 
Required, 
Maximizes 
Resources 

Less diversity of 
art forms, less 
privacy 

Square footage Individual Spaces  Increased Arts 
Diversity, More 
Privacy 

More Space 
Required 

Type Utilizing Recent 
Building Layout 

 See list of bullet 
points on strengths 
and potentials of 
different building 
types. 

May Alter or 
Constrain Initial 
Vision 

Type Changing Recent 
Building Layout 

  More expensive 

Attributes Health and Safety 
Code 

Extreme   

Attributes Water & Electricity Extreme   
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Table 10 continued  

Criterion Consideration Consideration 
Level of 
Importance  

Potential Benefits Potential 
Challenges 

Attributes High Ceilings Minimal   
Attributes Loading Dock, 

Elevators 
Moderate 
(performing and 
conceptual arts) 
Minimal (others) 

Easier Load In and 
Movement of 
Large, Heavy 
Objects 

 

Attributes Hardwood Floors Moderate 
(performing art) 
Minimal 
(others) 

Ideal surface for 
dance and theatre 

 

Attributes Beautiful 
Architecture 

Minimal Help Arts Center 
Attract Visitors, 
Inspiration 

 

Attributes Historic Minimal Tax Breaks and 
Financial Savings 

Higher 
renovation costs 

Status Available  Fast Development, 
Less Upfront Costs 

More Expensive 
Building and 
Less Control 

Status Vacant  Purchase or Lease 
Discounts 

More Renovation 
Costs 

Access On-Site Parking Minimal Improve Load-In, 
Access, Activity, 
Visitor Attraction, 
and Perceptions of 
Safety 

Raise building 
costs 

Access Remote Parking Moderate Ability to Park in 
Building viscinity 
is crucial for 
access, reduces 
building costs 

Less accessible 
on-site parking 

Access Public 
Transportation 

Minimal (based on 
current system) 

If Effective: Could 
Improve Activity 
and Center 
Accessibility 

 

Owner Supportive of Arts 
and Culture 

Minimal Pricing Discounts  

Owner Flexible and 
Comfortable to Turn 
Over Management 

Moderate Ability to 
implement vision, 
reduce building 
costs is arts center 
can self-manage 

 

Finance Non Profit Deal 
Structure 

Extreme Reduces Sales 
Prices and Tax 
Rates 
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Table 10 continued  

Criterion Consideration Consideration 
Level of 
Importance  

Potential Benefits Potential 
Challenges 

Finance Purchase  Increased Flexibility 
and Control to 
Fulfill Vision 

Higher Upfront 
Costs, Greater On-
Going Costs, More 
Responsibility 

Finance Lease  Greater Speed, Less 
Costs 

Less Control 

Finance Inexpensive Extreme Critical in 
maintaining 
affordable rent 
prices for artists.   

 

 The more funding secured, the less important that the building price is extremely 

inexpensive.  Funding for an arts-based adaptive-reuse project, may be secured, then 

through utilizing public, private, and internal revenues.  The table below provides 

financial avenues that could be blended to fund development of an arts-center in 

Birmingham.  

Table 11: Potential savings and revenue streams in arts-based adaptive reuse 
development 
Opportunities for Revenue and Savings In Arts-Based Adaptive Reuse Development 
 

Minimal building code requirements 
Tax Breaks 
Low Interest-Loans Public 

Direct Subsidy 
 

Corporate and Individual Philanthropy 
Corporate and Non Profit Grants 
Investor Backing 
Public and Private Grant Programs 

Private 

Loans/Debt 
 

Rents 
Events 

 
Internal 

See Costs Saving Strategies in Finance Section 
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Chapter 7: Conclusions 

 

 

 The City of Birmingham is in dire need of effective economic development and 

revitalization strategies.  Through a review of the arts-based economic literature and case 

studies, I illustrated in Chapter 2 the power of a thriving arts community in forging 

economic and urban development.  Given the wealth of both artists and vacant buildings 

in downtown Birmingham, arts-based adaptive reuse development, focused on nurturing 

the arts community, could serve as an important strategy in generating commerce and 

revitalizing the relatively unproductive and under populated Birmingham city center.   

This strategy of economic development is low-cost, builds community, and helps bring 

color and vibrancy to development areas. 

 Based on interviews and arts-resource research, described in Chapter 4, my 

overall usage recommendation for arts-based adaptive reuse in Birmingham is to create a 

one or more non-profit arts center(s).  Arts centers could serve a variety of art forms and 

provide artists with affordable spaces to work, practice, perform, show, and teach. The 

selection of the most appropriate building for an arts center, as I detailed in Chapter 6, 

will involve weighing a number of factors in tandem, so to determine the best building to 

fulfill the needs and vision of the arts center.  Criteria for selection include: location, size, 

building attributes like lighting and ceiling height, access, type, and finances.  The 

optimum building for an arts-center will have a combination of these criteria that best 
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serve the goals of an arts center.  These goals should include fulfilling artists’ spatial 

needs, maintaining affordability, and promoting arts visibility in the community. 

 An arts center could further the arts community in Birmingham, making art a 

more integral aspect of the Birmingham community fabric, and lead to economic 

development and the revitalization of downtown Birmingham.  However, these benefits 

to the City of Birmingham will likely come with the price tag of gentrification.  

Gentrification does help strengthen local communities and economies, but also causes 

property values to increase, thereby increasing the prices of commercial or residential 

space.  Also, as property values increase, the activities and businesses in gentrifying areas 

often become catered toward middle to higher income individuals.  Therefore, 

development of the arts community through an arts center needs to be coupled with 

serious efforts to maintain affordability for artists and low-income Birmingham residents 

as land and property values increase due to revitalization.   Furthermore, the arts center 

should strive to create opportunities for lower income individuals to purchase, study, or 

interact with art. 

 Finally, it is critical to note that arts development alone, while an important spark 

in starting revitalization, should not be the sole strategy in the revitalization of 

Birmingham.  Arts-based adaptive reuse projects should be coupled with several other 

efforts to make Birmingham a more vibrant and livable place.  Important factors in 

revitalization that are complimentary to art sector development are public education, 

transportation, safety, downtown housing and lofts, parks and open space, local food and 

grocery stores, and small business development.  In conjunction with efforts in these 
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areas, public, private, and non-profit development of the arts sector could radically 

transform the City of Birmingham into a vibrant and livable place that lives up to its 

moniker, “The Magic City.” 
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Appendix A: Strategies for Increasing Crossover  

 
 The following list, developed by Markusen, Gilmore, Johnson, Levi, & Martinez, 

provides strategies for increasing crossover in the arts sector (2006, p.8-9). 

Artists: 

 -develop an open mind toward crossover 

 -aggressively pursue diverse skills and knowledge during and after training 

 -spend more time documenting and marketing one’s work 

 -learn business skills and “soft” skills 

 -devote time to networking across sectors and disciplines 

 -find role models and mentors working in different sectors 

 -volunteer in another sector 

Educational and Training Institutions: 

 -offer more classes in artistic techniques relevant to the commercial sector 

 -offer internships that place students in various sectors while in school 

 -require faculty to stay current on new technologies and offer classes on their use 

 -monitor the external art world, especially new media, materials, and art forms 

 -offer and require classes in skills for making and living as an artist 

 -devote more research to contemporary artistic practice 

 Artists’ Service Organizations: 

 -hold forums for artists on crossover experiences 
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 -convene artists around larger arts issues that offer them opportunities to meet and 

network with artists in other disciplines and sectors 

 -collectively market members’ work, such as via the internet 

 -provide career counseling and workshops on generic business skills and grant-

writing 

 -advertise innovative services being offered 

 -create funding devices, such as a revolving loan fund, to enable artists to position 

themselves for work in a new sector 

Commercial Sector Employers and Trade Associations: 

 -provide employees with modest amounts of time and space to pursue nonprofit or 

community work 

 -give artists greater feedback on their work 

 -train artists in skills valued in the commercial sector 

 -donate larger amounts to nonprofit and community organizations that are training 

and innovating in various art forms that will benefit the commercial sector 

Nonprofit and Community Organizations: 

 -pay more attention to the cultural industries and encourage artists to move 

between sectors 

 -create more accessible work and networking space for artists 

 -develop residencies that help artists move into a new sector 

 -alter formal and informal practices that limit inclusiveness 

Foundation and Public Sector Funders: 
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 -encourage commercial artists to move into not-for-profit or community work and 

help community artists break into not-for-profit or commercial work through 

collaborative or paid training grants  

 -leverage residencies and internships across sectors 

 -build new venture capital funds for artists wanting to take an idea into new 

spheres 

 -make grant-making processes more transparent, including giving artists feedback 

on unsuccessful applications 

 -ask for-profit employers to give more credit and money to not-for-profit and 

community arts activities 

 -permit unincorporated grantees to use fiscal sponsors 

 -help artists learn how to apply for grants 

Media  

 -improve reporting and reviewing of arts events to encourage attendance and 

patronage 

 -expand new web-based art review and informational sites that compete with 

newspaper reviewing monopolies 

 -carry more timely information on work opportunities and upcoming 

performances in arts-focused publications, including websites 

Government Agencies:  

 -continue and expand funding of grants for artists 

 -create new not-for-profit artists’ live/work and studio spaces 
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 -use the creative economy buzz to strengthen arts infrastructure and map out 

ambitious plans for the cultural economy 

 -adopt living wage ordinances, universal health insurance, and pension portability 

 -reform tax codes to make it easier for artists to donate time to the not-for-profit 

and community sectors 

 Arts Advocacy Groups:  

 -collaborate with cultural industry leaders and community leaders to integrate the 

needs and concerns of each into state, regional, and local arts policy agendas 

Sector Leaders and Managers: 

 -work together on issues faced in common 

 -convene at the state, regional or local level, as fits the problem 
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Appendix B: Arts Organizations, Businesses, or Venues in Birmingham 

Name Category Sub Category Detail 
Birmingham Arts and Culture 
Political Action Committee  
(BacPac) Multi Arts Advocacy   
Educational Arts Corporation Multi Arts Education Youth 
Balch and Bingham, LLC Multi Arts Entertainment Law John Russell Campbell 
Duell Law Firm Multi Arts Entertainment Law   
Johnston Barton Proctor & 
Rose Multi Arts Entertainment Law John P. Strohm 

Activeculture.info Multi Arts Event Listing Website   

ArtWalk Multi Arts Festival 
Visual Art, Music, 
Street Performers 

Birmingham International 
Center and Festival Multi Arts Festival Education and Festival 
De Los Muertos Festival Multi Arts Festival Mexican Culture 
Fiesta Multi Arts Festival Hispanic Culture 
Magic City Art Connection Multi Arts Festival Fine Arts and Crafts 
Birmingham Cultural and 
Heritage Foundation Multi Arts Foundation Funded City Stages 
Community Foundation of 
Greater Birmingham Multi Arts Funding Greater Birmingham 
Jefferson County Committee 
for Economic Opportunity Multi Arts Funding 

Occasional Youth Arts 
Program 

Jefferson County Community 
Arts Fund Multi Arts Funding 

Jefferson County 
Commission 

Kresge Foundation Multi Arts Funding   
National Endowment for the 
Arts  Multi Arts Funding National 
The Community Foundation of 
Greater Birmingham Multi Arts Funding   
City of Birmingham Arts and 
Cultural Commission Multi Arts Funding    
Alabama Humanities 
Foundation (AHF) Multi Arts 

Funding and 
Programming Statewide 
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Alabama State Council on the 
Arts Multi Arts 

Funding and 
Programming Statewide 

Alabama Tourism Departments Multi Arts 
Funding and 
Programming Statewide 

Cultural Alliance of Greater 
Birmingham Multi Arts 

Funding and 
Programming   

Operation New Birmingham Multi Arts 
Funding and 
Programming   

Region 2020 Multi Arts 
Funding and 
Programming   

Birmingham Public Library Multi Arts Library Resource   

Birmingham Weekly Multi Arts Newspaper: Promotion   
The Birmingham News (City 
Scene) Multi Arts Newspaper: Promotion   
The Black and White City 
Paper Multi Arts Newspaper: Promotion   
Alabama State Council on the 
Arts  Multi Arts 

Promotional 
Organization Statewide 

Catalyst for Birmingham  Multi Arts 
Promotional 
Organization Civic Organization 

Greater Birmingham 
Convention and Visitors Bureau Multi Arts 

Promotional 
Organization   

Birmingham Arts Journal Multi Arts Publication   

WBHM's Tapestry Multi Arts Radio 
weekly radio program 
showcasing local arts 

Beach Shaggers of Birmingham Dance Association   
Concordia Beneficial Society 
(Concordia Club) Dance Association   
Magic City Boppers Dance Association   
Birmingham Ballroom Dance 
Association  Dance  Association   
Retired and Loving It Dance  Association   

Birmingham Swing Dancers Dance 
Association and 
Classes   

Association of Cajun Music 
Enthusiasts  Dance  

Association and 
Classes Zydeco and Cajun 

Latin Soul Productions Dance  
Association and 
Classes   
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Dance Across Birmingham Dance Classes   
Dance-N-Things Two Inc Dance Clothing Store   

Alabama Ballet Dance Company and Classes Dance 

Belly Dance with Nura Dance Company and Classes Bellydance  

Fred Astaire Dance Studio Dance Company and Classes   

Irene Rimer Dance Academy Dance Company and Classes   

Southern Danceworks  Dance Company and Classes Modern 

Umdabu Dance Co Dance Company and Classes South African 

Nathafa Dance Co Outreach Inc Dance  Company and Classes West African  

Devyani Bellydance Co Dance Company and Classes  Bellydance  
Alabama Dance Festival Dance Festival Statewide 
Birmingham Kwanzaa Dance Festival African Culture 

Alabama Dance Council Dance 
Promotional 
Organization Statewide 

Samford University Dance School University Program 
The Alabama School of Fine 
Arts Dance School 

Arts School, grades 7-
12 

Birmingham Southern College Dance School  College Program 
Kelly Ingram Veterans of 
Foreign Wars Dance Venue    
Birmingham International 
Education Film Festival Film Festival International 
Shout Film Festival Gay and Lesbian 
Sidewalk Film Festival Film Festival   
McWane Center Film IMAX Theatre Science Center 
Leo Ticheli Productions Film Production Company   
Magic City Films Film Production Company   
Vazda Studios Inc Film Production Company   
WorkPlay Productions & 
Hunter Films Film Production Company   
Charter Media Film  Production Company   
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Alabama Moving Image 
Association Film 

Promotional 
Organization   

Birmingham Jefferson Film 
Office Film 

Promotional 
Organization   

BJCC Productions Film Studio Production   

N House Tape & Disc Music 
CD and DVD 
Duplicator   

Archer Guitar School Music Classes   
Bailey Brother's Music Music Classes   
Bernadine Seay Accordion 
Center Music Classes Accordion 
Harp & Guitar of Birmingham Music Classes Harp and Guitar 
Heather Batey Voice & Piano 
Studio Music Classes   

K.I.D.S. Inc Music Classes 
Youth-Voice, Piano, 
Dance 

Kindermusik Music Classes Youth 
Kindermusik At the Pink House Music Classes Youth 
Music For Kids Music Classes Youth 
Showstoppers Promotions Music Classes Voice 
Unicorn Productions Music Classes   
Young Musical Geniuses Music Classes   
Kindermusik Music Classes  Youth 
Birmingham Heritage Festival Music Festival   
City Stages Music Festival   
Doo Dah Day Music Festival   
Schaeffer Eye center Crawfish 
Boil  Music Festival   
Taste of 4th Avenue Jazz 
Festival Music Festival Jazz 

Alabama Blues Project Music 
Funding and 
Programming Statewide for Blues 

Alabama Operaworks Music 
Funding and 
Programming Opera 

Music Opportunity Program 
Foundation Music 

Funding and 
Programming 

Instrumental Rental and 
Maintenance 

Alabama Gospel Music 
Cultural Arts Center Music Gospel Center   
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Atec Electronics Pro Audio and 
Musical Instrument Repair Music 

Instrument Repair 
Store   

Alan S Discount Music Music Instrument Store   
Circuit City Music Instrument Store   
Mike's Pawn Shop & Music 
Center Music Instrument Store   
Village Violins Music Instrument Store   

Guitar FX Music 
Instrument Store and 
Classes Guitar Classes 

Highland Music Music 
Instrument Store and 
Classes Guitar and Bass Classes 

Bailey Brother's Music Music 
Instrument Store and 
Classes    

Opera Birmingham  Music Opera Opera 
Birmingham String Orchestra, 
Prelude Strings, and Alabama 
Youth Symphony Music Performing Group 

Chamber-Youth, varied 
levels 

Magic Flutes of Alabama  Music Performing Group Chamber 
Magic City Orchestra Music  Performing Group Chamber-Youth  
Alabama Symphony Music Performing Group Chamber 
Red Mountain Chamber 
Orchestra Music Performing Group Chamber 
Birmingham Children's Choir Music Performing Group Choir 
Birmingham Concert Chorale Music Performing Group Choir 
Magic City Boys and Girls 
Choir Music  Performing Group Choir-Youth 

Birmingham Music Club Music 
Promotion Company: 
Concerts   

Red Mountain Entertainment 
Inc Music 

Promotion Company: 
Concerts   

Southeastern Attractions Inc Music 
Promotion Company: 
Concerts   

Birmingham Chamber Music 
Society  Music 

Promotional 
Organization Chamber 

Birmingham Art Music 
Alliance Music 

Promotional 
Organization   

Birmingham Music Club  Music 
Promotional 
Organization 

Music, Performing Arts, 
Education 
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The Magic City Blues Society Music 
Promotional 
Organization Blues 

Alabama Jazz Hall of Fame Music 

Promotional 
Organization and 
Museum Jazz 

Skybucket Records Music Record Label   
Sound Mindz Music Inc Music Record Label   
Charlemagne Records Music Record Store   
Renaissance Records Music Record Store   
Audiostate 55 Recording Studio Music Recording Studio   
Brooks Audio Productions Music Recording Studio   
Capture Music, Inc. Music Recording Studio   
Instant Karma Entertainment Music Recording Studio   
Live Track Recording & 
Production Music Recording Studio   
Sound of Birmingham 
Recording Studios Inc Music Recording Studio   
Synchromesh Studios Music Recording Studio   
T Manic Recording Studio Music Recording Studio   
Workplay Music Recording Studio   
Samford University Music School University Program 
The University of Alabama at 
Birmingham (UAB) Music School University Program 
The Alabama School of Fine 
Arts Music School 

Arts School, grades 7-
12 

Magic City Music Academy Music  School   
Birmingham School Of Music Music School    
Birmingham Southern College Music School  College Program 
Jefferson State Community 
College Music School  College Program 
Bailey's Irish Pub Music Venue Bar and Music Venue 
Base Camp Music Venue   
Billy's  Music Venue Bar and Music Venue 
Bottletree Music Venue   
High Note Lounge Music Venue Bar and Music Venue 
Innisfree Pub Music Venue Bar and Music Venue 
Iron Horse Café Music Venue   
Magic City Wholesale Music Venue   
Marty's Music Venue Bar and Music Venue 
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Matthew's Bar and Grill Music Venue Bar and Music Venue 
Metro Bistro Music Venue Bar and Music Venue 
Nana Funks Music Venue Bar and Music Venue 

O Kafe's Coffee House Music Venue 
Coffee Shop and Music 
Venue 

Oasis Music Venue Bar and Music Venue 

Open Door Café Music Venue 
Bar and Music Venue - 
Jazz Brunch 

Rogue Tavern Music Venue   

Rojo Music Venue 
Restaurant and Music 
Venue 

Silvertron Music Venue 
Restaurant and Music 
Venue 

Small Stages Music Venue 
House Sponsored 
Concerts 

SpeakEasy Music Venue Bar and Music Venue 
Steel Urban Lounge Music Venue Bar and Music Venue 
StillWater Pub Music Venue Bar and Music Venue 
The Barking Kudu Music Venue Bar and Music Venue 
The J. Clyde Music Venue Bar and Music Venue 
The Nick Music Venue   
The Rare Martini Music Venue Bar and Music Venue 
Wellington's Bistro Music Venue Bar and Music Venue 
BJCC Arena  Music  Venue   
Dave's Pub Music  Venue Bar and Music Venue 

Lucy's Coffee and Tea Music  Venue 
Coffee Shop and Music 
Venue 

Ona's Music Room Music  Venue Bar and Music Venue 
Otey's Music  Venue Bar and Music Venue 
Zydeco Music  Venue   

Workplay Music 
Venue and Recording 
Studio   

B and A Warehouse Music and Art Venue 

Venue for rent for 
parties, weddings, 
events, concerts, etc. 

Crestwood Coffee Company Music and Art Venue and Gallery 
Coffee Shop and Music 
Venue 

Java and Jams Music and Art Venue and Gallery 
Coffee Shop and Music 
Venue 
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Academy of Fine Arts 
Performing 
Arts 

Promotional 
Organization Black  

Alabama Theatre for the 
Performing Arts 

Performing 
Arts Venue   

Alys Robinson Stephens 
Performing Arts Center 

Performing 
Arts Venue and Education Mixed  

Artburst 
Performing 
Arts Venue Unitarian Church Venue 

BJCC Mainstage Theatre 
Performing 
Arts Venue   

BJCC Wee Folks Theatre 
Performing 
Arts Venue   

Bolding Studio at Samford 
University 

Performing 
Arts Venue   

Boutwell Auditorium  
Performing 
Arts Venue   

Hulsey Recital Hall at UAB 
Performing 
Arts Venue   

Sloss Furnace Historic Site 
Performing 
Arts Venue    

The Wright Center, Samford 
Performing 
Arts Venue   

Virginia Samford Theatre 
Performing 
Arts Venue   

BJCC Concert Hall 
Performing 
Arts  Venue   

Carver Theatre 
Performing 
Arts  Venue   

A Bryan Photo Photography Photographer Studio   
Barry C Altmark Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Big Swede Production Inc Photography Photographer Studio   
Bill Ricker Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Birmingham Sports 
Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Black & White Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Bob Okin's Photo Services Photography Photographer Studio   
Bondarenko Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Caroline Davis Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Cary Norton Photographs Photography Photographer Studio   
Chip Shots Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
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Chuck St. John Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Crow Studio Inc Photography Photographer Studio   
Custom Photo Art Inc Photography Photographer Studio   
Deborah Thornhill Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Don Harbor Advertising Photo Photography Photographer Studio   
Ecstasy Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Fairytales and Fireflies 
Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Frank Allen Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Goudy Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Gresham Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Heather Swanner Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Holder Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Hunter Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
J Mark Gooch Commercial 
Photo Photography Photographer Studio   
Jessica Travis Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Katherine S Berdy Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Kenny Walters Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Kevin Roberts Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Kim Riegel Photography Photography Photographer Studio   

KP Studios Photography Photographer Studio   
Kristen Stewart Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Mark's Brides Photography Photographer Studio   
Memory Bank Photography 
Studio Photography Photographer Studio   
Mike Disko Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Mike Neilson Images Photography Photographer Studio   
Photos By Gumble Photography Photographer Studio   
Protege Images Photography, 
LLC Photography Photographer Studio   
Rhino Photography S Photography Photographer Studio   
Rob Culpepper Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Sam J Irvin Aerial Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Shawn Sharp Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
South East Commercial Inc Photography Photographer Studio   
Spindle Photography Photography Photographer Studio   
Time Framers Inc - Photography Photographer Studio   
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Videographer 
True Reflections Portraiture Photography Photographer Studio   
CVS/pharmacy Photography Print Services   
Kmart Photography Print Services   
Qualex One Hour Photo Photography Print Services   
Walgreens Photography Print Services   
Walgreens Photography Print Services   
Walgreens Photography Print Services   
Birmingham Park Players Theatre Company Theatre 
Center Stage Productions Theatre Company   
Dane Peterson Theatre Series Theatre Company Theatre 
The Seasoned Performers Theatre Company Senior 
Theatre Downtown Theatre Company   
Birmingham Festival Theater Theatre Company and Venue Theatre 
Terrific New Theatre Theatre Company and Venue Theatre 

Birmingham Children's Theater Theatre 
Company and Venue 
and Education Theatre 

Red Mountain Theatre 
Company Theatre 

Company and Venue 
and Education Theatre 

Levite Jewish Community 
Center Theatre 

Funding and 
Programming 

Occasional Youth 
Program 

Alabama Conference of Theatre 
and Speech Theatre 

Promotional 
Organization 

Statewide for Theatre 
and Speech 

Birmingham Broadway Series Theatre 
Promotional 
Organization Theatre 

Samford University Theatre School University Program 
The University of Alabama at 
Birmingham (UAB) Theatre School University Program 
The Alabama School of Fine 
Arts Theatre School 

Arts School, grades 7-
12 

Birmingham Southern College Theatre School  College Program 
Abrakadoodle Visual Arts Classes Youth 
North Star Ministries Visual Arts Classes Youth 

Studio By the Tracks Visual Arts Classes 
Special Needs Adults 
and Children 

Very Special Arts-Alabama Visual Arts Classes Handicapped 
Frame Factory Visual Arts Framing   
Maralyn Wilson Gallery Visual Arts Framing   
A Bit of the World  Visual Arts Gallery   
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Bare Hands Gallery Visual Arts Gallery   
Bear Creek Glass Visual Arts Gallery   
Birmingham Public Library 
Gallery Visual Arts Gallery   
Cobb Lane Art Gallery Visual Arts Gallery   
Daniel Day Gallery & 
Melodymadeit, Inc. Visual Arts Gallery   
Dobbs Gallery Visual Arts Gallery   
Gallerie Alegria Visual Arts Gallery   
Hawthorn Gallery Visual Arts Gallery   
Illuminations @ Innerspace  Visual Arts Gallery   
Jackson Galleries  Visual Arts Gallery Collectors Artifacts 
Loretta Goodwin Gallery Visual Arts Gallery   
Naked Art Visual Arts Gallery   
NorDys Gallery Visual Arts Gallery   
Portrait Brokers Gallery Visual Arts Gallery   
Richard Tubb Gallery  Visual Arts Gallery   
The Basha Gallery at Pepper 
Place Visual Arts Gallery 

Mixed Use Historic 
Development 

The Gallery at the Tutwiler 
Hotel  Visual Arts Gallery   
Tina Newton Asian Art Visual Arts Gallery   
UAB Visual Arts Gallery  Visual Arts Gallery   
Unity of Birmingham  Visual Arts Gallery Church 
Village Painters Visual Arts Gallery   
Vulcan Materials Gallery 
Alabama School of Fine Arts  Visual Arts Gallery   
Dixon Glass Gallery & Studio 
LLC Visual Arts Gallery and Classes Glass 
Jennifer Harwell Art Visual Arts Gallery and Classes   
Matt Jones Gallery Visual Arts Gallery and Classes   
Space One Eleven Visual Arts Gallery and Classes Arts Center 
Gallery Services Visual Arts Gallery and Framing   
Birmingham Museum of Art  Visual Arts Museum   
Samuel Ullman Museum Visual Arts Museum   
The Hip Hop Museum of Art Visual Arts Museum   
Sloss Furnace Metal Arts 
Program Visual Arts 

Program and 
Education Metal Works 
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Alabama Alliance for Arts 
Education  Visual Arts 

Promotional 
Organization Statewide 

Alabama Crafts Council Visual Arts 
Promotional 
Organization Statewide for Crafts 

Alabama Designer/Craftsmen Visual Arts 
Promotional 
Organization 

Traditional and Fine 
Crafts: Jewelry, Glass, 
Clay, Potter, Sculpture, 
Blacksmith, Fiber, 
Gourds, Dolls, Batik, 
Wood, Etc. 

Alabama Folklife Association  Visual Arts 
Promotional 
Organization Statewide for Folklife 

Alabama Museums Association Visual Arts 
Promotional 
Organization Statewide 

Birmingham Art Association Visual Arts 
Promotional 
Organization Fine Arts 

Junior League of Birmingham Visual Arts 
Promotional 
Organization Education 

Metropolitan Arts Center Visual Arts 
Promotional 
Organization Arts Center 

The Birmingham Art Collective Visual Arts 
Promotional 
Organization   

Alabama Institute for Education 
in the Arts Visual Arts 

Promotional 
Organization and 
Education Statewide 

Samford University Visual Arts School University Program 
The University of Alabama at 
Birmingham (UAB) Visual Arts School University Program 
The Alabama School of Fine 
Arts Visual Arts School 

Arts School, grades 7-
12 

Birmingham Southern College Visual Arts School  College Program 
Jefferson State Community 
College Visual Arts School  College Program 
Gotta Have Art Visual Arts Store   
Unique Sculptures LLC Visual Arts Store Sculpture 
Whetstone Visual Art Visual Arts Store Visual and Sculpture 
DS Art Visual Arts Studio and Gallery Drawings 
Leon Loard Oil Portraits  Visual Arts Studio and Gallery Portraits 
Stolisma Visual Arts Studio and Gallery Metal Works 
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Toro-Cordes Iron Art  Visual Arts Studio and Gallery Metal Works 
Thomas Project Visual Arts Studios   
Alabama Arts Supply Visual Arts Supplies and Classes   

Forstall Art Center Visual Arts 
Supplies and Classes 
and Framing   

Hobby Lobby Visual Arts Supplies and Framing   
Alabama State Poets Society Writing Association Statewide for Poetry 
Women Writing For A Change Writing Classes Creative 

Alabama Writer's Forum Writing 
Funding and 
Programming Statewide 

Birmingham Poetry Review 
(UAB) Writing Publication Poetry 
The Alabama School of Fine 
Arts Writing School 

Arts School, grades 7-
12 
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Appendix C: Vacant or Available Buildings in Birmingham, Alabama  
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